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All the rivers run into the sea;
yet the sea is not full...
Ecclesiastes 1,7

Foreword
These lectures discuss methods for analyzing the decay of beauty hadrons (B
mesons and beauty baryons) produced in pp interactions. At the cm. energies
around 14 TeV planned for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, the B
meson production rate is expected to be ~ 10s larger than in an e + e~ B factory.
The pp collider could then offer, in principle, important advantages. However, the
detection of beauty hadrons produced in a pp collider will be a task of great complexity. In particular, the triggering difficulties of events in a large background will
be one of the major problems. Therefore, it would be useful to discuss the various
aspects that can be investigated in beauty physics arising from pp interactions.
We first describe the general features of the formalisms of B mixing and search
for CP violation in the meson decays. Then the specific problems appearing for
beauty hadrons produced in pN interactions are considered. Some comparison
between investigations which could be carried out with B factories and pp colliders
are also mentioned, although this is not the main concern of these lectures. Finally,
we also present some elements of beauty baryon decays which can only be studied
efficiently by means of pN interactions.
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1 - Generalities

1.1 - Quarks and hadrons
Before discussing the physics related to the decay and production of beauty
particles, let us recall some general comments about hadrons. All the hadrons
are assumed to be formed by quarks and/or anti quarks. All these quarks have
spin S = 1/2 (Sz = ±1/2). The fundamental SU(3) triplet is formed by an isospin
doublet u,d (I = 1/2, Ix = ±1/2) and an isospin singlet s (I = 0), the last
having a strangeness quantum number 5 = — 1. The quantum numbers can be
summarized as follows where eq represents the charge of the q quark1'2:
Quark I
tq
h
u
1/2 +1/2 2/3
d
1/2 -1/2 -1/3
s
0
0 -1/3

S
0
0
-1

The charge and the quantum numbers /*, Sz, S are reversed for the charge conjugate
(c.c.) triplet (u,d,l). Later, two additional quarks have been introduced in order
to describe new hadrons discovered in several experiments. They are:
— the charmed quark c having charge ec = 2/3 and a mass mc ~ 1.5 GeV
— the beauty quark b having charge ej = —1/3 and a mass mj, ~ 5.2 GeV.
In the standard model, the weak decays of hadrons are described by the decay
of the heavy quarks contained in these hadrons. For these processes, the quarks
are classified into left-handed weak isodoublet fields (Chapter 2). In this approach
each doublet has an up quark of charge eup = 2/3 and another, the down quark,
with edown = —1/3. Within this approach an expected top quark was missing.
Recent experimental results3 found to be in favor of a sixth (t) quark (et = 2/3
and a mass of mt ~ 150 GeV) yield the following six quark model:
(1.1)
left

left

left

The charged current reactions in the weak decay processes relate the up to the
down quarks through V - A interactions. This will be discussed in Chapter 2.

The main aim of these lectures will be the study of particles containing a 6 or
6 quark. In general, the light quark will be denoted by q (u, d, s) while Q will be
used for the heavy quark (b,c,t). The mesons and baryons that will be considered
have the following quark contents:

1:1
bqq

£=*-

B»=ld

Nb=>

Iqq

Within the actual notation the meson having a b (6) quark is considered to be
a ~B (B) meson in opposition to the definitions of the beauty baryon JVj = bqq
(antibaryon Nb = Hqq). One has to note that these definitions are different from
those used for the charmed hadrons,
Z? = eg
e

= cq

= cqq

where D (D) mesons and charmed baryons (antibaryons) contain a c (c) quark. In
the following we will use the above notation for describing the charm and beauty
hadrons. Let us now give some indications about the c and b quarks.

1.2 - Comments about the <x and 66 mesons
The presence of the c and 6 quarks were indicated by experiments over the
past ~ 20 years showing the existence of two families of heavy neutral resonances:
the tp (or charmonium) and the T (bottomium or beauty) families. The striking
feature observed in both families4 is that the energy level spacing between successive members in each family is small compared to the overall mass scale (the
Jfrj) or the T masses is used to represent the lowest ones in each family). This
suggests interpreting the states as bound systems of heavy quarks that are moving
non relativistically in the QQ rest frame5"8 (Q denotes here the c or the 6 quark).
The families considered are then defined by
xj> = cc, c = charmed quark , ec = 2/3
T = 66, 6 = beauty quark , ej = —1/3
but where the charge of these quarks has been deduced from experimental results9.

The above remarks led to the idea of identifying the masses of the QQ states
within a quarkonium family with the energy eigenstate given by a Schrodinger type
of equation5"*8'10'11. At that time it was also necessary to know if these families are
formed by quarks where some of their quantum numbers are different from those
belongling to the quarks forming the hadrons known at that time. Today, we know
that the c and 6 quarks are isosinglets and have each an additionnal quantum
number called charm and beauty, respectively (and having an opposite sign for
the Q). This means that in strong interactions, for instance, the total charm and
beauty quantum numbers have to be conserved.
The so-called T family in which we are here interested was discovered in 1977
by studying the effective mass of fi+ and \i~ produced in pN interactions 12 . The
observed resonances were linked to a virtual photon (see Fig. 1.1) and have then
spin (J), parity (P) and charge conjugation (C) values of the photon, Jpc = 1 .
The convenient ways for studying these resonances were to observe them as schannel resonances in e + e~ collisions where the production process is dominated
by a virtual photon exchange. In these cases, the precision of the mass and width
measurements of the (narrow) resonances will depend essentially on the energy
resolution of the e + e~ collider (and not on the spectrometer properties). Figure
1.2 shows the diagrams contributing to the production of leptons or hadrons at c m .
energies corresponding to the s-channel resonances. The diagram representing the
non-resonating background (continuum) is also shown in Fig. 1.2a and Fig. 1.2b.
The third case in these figures is the so-called vacuum polarization contribution.
Figure 1.2c indicates the bq~ and bq production above their threshold. Some 66
states discovered as s-channel resonances in e + e~ interactions are presented in
Fig. 1.3. For the observed resonances the relative orbital momentum between the
two (fermion) quarks is Z = 0 in order to reach the Jpc = 1
values. These
s-channel resonances will therefore be represented in the following by T(n5) where
n represents the radial quantum number of the S wave describing the bb system.
From the quantum number conservation a D wave between the two quarks is
allowed. The existence of such an s-channel resonance is, however, negligible13.
Other bb systems cannot be reached by the direct e + e~ collisions when these
states have not the photon quantum numbers. They can be reached by hadronic or
radiative transitions. This is shown in Fig. 1.4 presenting the observed energy-level
diagram of the T family4. Some of the detected transitions are indicated.

1.3 - Some properties of the T(nS)
Before discussing the beauty hadrons, let us describe some properties of the 66
states. The states, presented in Fig. 1.4, have been studied essentially through

Table 1.1 - Parameters of the Y(nS) resonances with n < 4. The data are taken
from the Particle Data Group (Phys Rev. 45D, 1992). The Tlt and Tt represent the
T(nS) -+ / + / - and total widths, respectively. Note that Tee = T^ ~ IVr where
the subindices indicate the type of produced leptons. The mass of the T(15>) is
taken as ~ 9460 MeV.

T(nS)-r(lS)
mass difference

Tee
(KeV)

r,
(KeV)

(MeV)

T(15)
T(25)
T(35)

563
895

0.586 ± 0.029

T(iS)

1120

0.24 ± 0.05

1.34 ± 0.04
0.44 ± 0.03

52.1 ± 2 . 1
43 ± 8
24.3 ± 3.9
(23.8 ±2.2) 103

the e + c~ interactions. However, their production rates in pN interactions might
be important at large cm. energy, y/s > 1 TeV. Table 1.1 indicates some proprties
of the T(nS) resonances. One sees that the semileptonic decay widths have the
same order of magnitude (although F ee decreases with an increasing of n, the
radial quantum number). However, the total widths of the first three resonances
are narrower than the fourth by a factor of ~ 103. In fact the widths of the bound
states (n < 3) observed in Fig. 1.3 correspond to the energy resolution of the c + e~
collider. Therefore, better energy resolution of the e + c~ collider will give a smaller
background in the study of the decay of the bound Qffi state.
It should be remenbered that the partial width of the semileptonic decay of the
S\ resonances can be expressed by the Van Royen-Weisskopf formula14, corrected
here by QCD effects,
3

") = 16*

Ml

3*

(1.1)

This expression gives the leptonic width of the 3S\ states as a function of
the square of the wave function at the origin. Here My is the mass of the neutral
vector meson, while a is the fine structure function. The QCD running coupling
constant is given by
° J ~ (33 - 2Nt) /n
where N% is the number of open flavor channels at the corresponding c m . energy
«/s, and A the QCD scale parameter (A ~ 500 MeV). As the increase of My with

n is not enough to describe the variation of the observed leptonic width (see Table
1.1), |^«(0)| 2 has to decrease when n is increasing according to formula (1.1). The
comparison of the experimental and calculated widths could allow a verification of
the validity of the chosen potentials to describe the QQ system.
In the QCD framework, the hadron production of the bound states is essentially
mediated by gluons. This should occur through the minimum number of gluons
allowed by the conservation rules. One gluon is not possible as the produced
hadrons are color singlets. The two-gluon case is also excluded as a spin 1 object
cannot decay into two massless gluons of spin 1. Therefore, three is the minimum
number of gluons allowed by conservation rules. Based on this assumption the
calculated three-gluon width of the T(nS) resonance is given by 15

160

—
The width will decrease as n increases, a consequence of the behaviour of
(see formula (1.1) and Table 1.1) and Mv- Note that for n > 2 one has also the
decays
T(25) T(3S)
which may lead to only hadrons in the final state with the additional T(2S), T(15) —
3 gluons channels.
The width of the three-gluon decay together with the Van Royen-Weisskopf
expression (neglecting here the QCD correction) allows an estimate of as through
the ratio

By using the data from the T ( l 5 ) decay one obtains the value of as ^ 0.16 at the
considered e + e~ c m . energy9.
Above the bb threshold, the B meson decay can be studied from the e + e~ —»
T(45I) —• BB process. The various B decay channels could then be observed
with the detector used for the experiments. This field is the dominant part of
the study which was analyzed with great effort using e + e~ colliders (Cornell and
DESY laboratories).

The T(45) mass is not large enough to produce an additionnal v in the final
state. Then the relative orbital momentum between the B% and Bd mesons is
/ = 1 for reaching the Jpc = 1— condition. The Bose-Einstein statistics will then
influence the B§*-*Bj mixing (Chapter 3) as B%B% and BdBd final states are not
allowed when / is odd. In that case the wave function describing the final state
cannot be even under the permutation of the two outgoing mesons. Therefore, one
meson has to decay before the second one can mix. As discussed in Chapter 4 this
will also influence the search for CP violation effects in the B§tBj decays.

1.4 - Beauty hadrons, past and future
As already mentioned above, the experimental necessities of having c and 6
quarks are based on the discovery of the V* and T families. Although the T family
was discovered using pN interactions, the detailed study of the 66 spectroscopy
(Fig. 1.4) was essentially carried out with the e + e~ interactions. Moreover, the
e + e~ —• T(45) —• BB process also allowed the study of many aspects of the B
meson decays as well as the Bd <-> Bd mixing (see Chapter 3).
The important question now is to define what kind of new experiments should
be prepared in order to improve our knowledge of (rare) B decay and to search for
CP violation effects in the B decay. Two different ways can certainly be envisaged:
— the increase of the statistics of the T(45) —* BB using an asymmetric e + c~
collider for the search of CP violation effects
— the study of beauty hadron produced in pp interactions where the production
rate at large cm. energy (y/$ > 1 TeV) is expected to be large.
Table 1.2 compares the production rates between an e + c~ collider at a c m . energy
y/s ~ 10 GeV and pp interaction at y/s = 14 TeV. The latter value corresponds
to the c m . energy of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project at CERN. For
the above y/s values, we use the luminosities of C = 3 x 10 33 ,10 33 cm"^" 1 ,
respectively. The c + e~ luminosity corresponds to the value proposed for the Bfactory16 whereas the second one is a value expected for the the study of .B-physics
at the LHC (Ref. 16 to 18)
The total pp cross-section at y/s = 14 TeV is estimated to be <TT — HO mb
(Ref. 19, 20). However, in an experiment with a pp collider, the elastic and diffractive part of the interactions can often be neglected as the outgoing particles emitted
in the forward/backward direction (defined with respect to the beam direction) will
not usually be detected by the detector considered. By neglecting the diffractive
and elastic cross-sections, one estimates the so-called non-diffractive cross-section

Table 1.2 - The comparison of luminosity (£), average charged multiplicity (-(n)),
total (ax) and bb [a(6fe)] cross-sections. For the LHC example we used the nondiffiractive cross-section instead of a? (i.e. a t n ~ 60 mb). The number of bb events
per year (107 s) of running as well as the number of interactions per second are
also indicated. For pp interactions (n) does not take into account the contribution
of elastic and diffractive processes.

LHC
14 TeV

e+e-

_• T(45)

0.011 TeV

L

1 0 33

3 1033

< nc >

-80

Of

~ 60 mb

a{bb)

~ 300 fib

a(bb)/ax

~ 1/200

~ 12
4n6
1.2 nb
~l/4

N{bb)/l07s

3 1012

3.6 107

Nint/S

6 107

1.4 102

axn ~ 60 mb (Ref. 20) yielding the number of interactions per second (Ntnt/s)
given in Table 1.2. At y/s ~ 14 TeV, we use a p p - » bbX of a{bb) ~ 300 ^tb (X
meaning anything) which is the order of magnitude utilized at this energy 21 ' 22 .
One also sees from this table that the B (B) production rate is expected to be
much larger in pp collisions than in the example of the e + e~ —» T(45') —» BB
process. However, the utilization of a pp collider is not simple, as the number
of interactions per second, the average charged multiplicity (n) and the expected
background (related to the c(bb)/aT ratio) are important 21 (Table 1.2). Moreover,
one of the important difficulties of studying B-physics with a pp collider is defining
efficient triggering processes17'18.
One should also remember that difficulties can arise with a pp collider where
several interactions per bunch crossing occur. The LHC project, £ = 1033 cm~ 2 s~ :
(1032 c m " ^ " 1 ) would lead to an average of 1.1 (0.11) interaction per bunch crossing using the cross-section of uxn ~ 60 mb and the example of Appendix l.A.
Assuming that the probability of n' interactions per bunch crossing follows a Poisson distribution, one obtains the average number of interactions for minimum bias
events (mmin) and for events with a specific trigger signature (fnstr) corresponding

to n' > 1,
C = 1032 c n r V 1 :
C = 1033 c n r V 1 :

rfimin ^1.06 , ffT,«r ^ 1.11
ffimin ~1.65 , rn.tr ~ 2.11

(Appendix l.A). Therefore, an experimentalpp run with m,tr > 2 could complicate
the detection of the beauty hadron because of the large charged multiplicity given
then by ~ rn^r x (n)..
At the end of these lectures one will have a better understanding of the usefulness of investigating -B-physics in the pp collider (y/s ~ 14 TeV) and in the
e+e~ -* T(45) -» B~E (y/s ~ 10 GeV) which are, in fact, complementary. Both
methods will give access to different fields and lead to a better knowledge of the
decay properties of beauty hadrons. The advantages and inconveniences of both
methods can be crudely summarized in the following manner:
pp collider
— Advantages: large <r(bb) cross-section, search for CP violation in the B§ and
Bg decays, study of rare B decay, study of Bc and beauty-baryon (production
and decay);
— Inconveniences: triggering difficulties, no real particle identification, large
number of produced tracks and background.
e+ e - -> T(45) -* BB
— Advantages: trigger facility, particle identification, small background.
— Inconveniences: small BB production rates (~ 4 107 events in one year of
running), the utilization of an asymmetric e + e~ collider to search for CP
violation in the B% decays, no possibilities to search for CP violation in the
Bg decays, no analyzis of beauty-baryon decays.
Let us now study in some detail the properties of the beauty hadron decays.
After some general discussions about B° mixing and CP violation effects we will
investigate the difficulties of using pp interactions for studying beauty hadron decays. Some comparison between the study of beauty-meson decays produced in
pN and in e+e~ —* T(45) —* BB will also be mentioned.

Appendix

l.A

Minimum bias and specific events
We assume that the number of n' interactions per bunch crossing follows a
Poisson distribution given by the probability

P(n') = e"m —- , with f;P(n') =
n'=0

and where n1 = m is the average number of interactions per bunch crossing while
the standard deviation is given by a — y/rn.
The minimum bias event corresponds to interaction where n1 > 1. In this case
the probability distribution will be given by
Pmxn{n') = e

m71
Li

e

Since one has

- V = -e~m + 1
n=l

one obtains the average number of interactions for minimum bias events (m m t n ),
and mstr denoting the average number of events with a specific trigger signature.
They are given by:

(1.A1)

In order to estimate n' = m let us take a pp collider with a luminosity of
L — 1032 cm~ 2 s~ 1 and where o'T ~ 60 mb. The number of interactions per second
is then
Nmt/s = Ca'T ~ 6 x 106 .
Taking an example of a p beam with 4810 bunches and a turning frequency of 11.2
KHz, the average number of interactions per bunch crossing will be given by
6 x 106
= 0.11
m =
11200 x 4810

(1.A2)

yielding m m m and mstr- For a ten times larger luminosity, one simply has m = 1.1.

Fig. 1.1 - Diagrams leading to the /J~*>~ production due to background and
to the T(nS) decays. Here the virtual photon is assumed to be produced in pN
collisions.

a) e+ e~ production

e"1

X
b) hadron production for bound bb states

e

c) above threshold for bq and bq production

Fig. 1.2 - The fx+fj. [a)] and hadron [b)] production for the decay of bound
66 states produced in e + e~ collisions. The first diagram in a) and b) indicate
the background contribution. In c) the hadron production is shown for bq and bq
production above their threshold.
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Fig. 1.3 - The hadronic cross-section in the T(n5) region (1 < n < 4) as
measured in e+e~ interactions by the CLEO collaboration. Here the c m . energy
is represented by W. The W threshold for producing BB ia also indicated.
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Fig. 1.4 - The energy-level scheme of the 66 states taken from Phys. Rev D45,
No 11 (1992). The singlet states are called rjf, or /ij, while triplets are denoted by
T and PbJ.

2 - The CKM matrix elements

2.1 - Generalities
The SU(l) x t/(l) standard model1 classifies the quarks and leptons into lefthanded weak isodoublets, while right-handed quarks are considered to be isosinglets. In the six-quark model one has:
(2.1)
Itft

• \" / left

\ " / left

where the up quarks have a charge 2/3 and the down ones the charge of -1/3.
Charged current reactions relate transitions between quarks of charge 2/3 with
those having -1/3 by emitting a W boson. Here the weak decay processes relate
only, the quark fields within one isodoublet. The number of isodoublets is not
determined by the standard model (SM). However, this model predicts that the
number o{ quark isodoublets should be equal to the number of lepton doublets 2 .
The actual experiments are in favor of three lepton doublets, namely

We will, therefore, consider first the three quark isodoublets. In fact, the d', s'
and b' can be expressed in terms of the quark mass eigenstates by means of a
mixing unitary matrix (V), the so-called mixing or Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix 3
= (V) \s

.

(2.2)

The V — A weak current responsible for these processes is given by

J» = (u, c, 0 ,e/t 7M (V) I s

(2.3)

where the CKM matrix elements of (V) describe the coupling of the intermediate
W± bosons to quarks. Thus each element in the 3 x 3 matrix V relates a transition
10

between a quark of charge 2/3 with one of charge -1/3. Such an element is denoted
by Vqqi where q and q' are the quarks between which the transition takes place. The
transition itself is (usually) proportional to the \Vqq>\2 participating in the decay
processes. By considering the six-quark model the V matrix is represented by:

(

Vud

MIS

rub \

Vcd

Vu

Vcb

Vtd Vu

.

(2.4)

Vtb)

Sometimes one presents the weak isodoublets in the form of generations (or
families). In the six- quark model for instance we have three quark generations,
namely:
(2.5)
In this picture the charged current reactions will relate elements within one generation (with the largest transition rate) or elements from different generations.
The values of the CKM matrix elements (real and imaginary parts) should be
obtained from measurements of decay processes (see below). One could, however,
evaluate the number of independent real and imaginary parameters in a unitary
TV x TV matrix 4 . For convenience one introduces the imaginary parameters in the
matrix through ex6k, while it is customary to use the angles 0* (through cosfljt or
sinfljt) for the real parameters. The unitarity condition VV+ = V+V = 1 and the
fact that the physics will not be changed if the quark fields transform as
I
I ij

^

«*0(9j)

I n • >«.
! aj

(0
\

(\\
)

(gauge transformation of the first kind), allowing one to determine the number of
independent parameters in a TV x TV matrix 4 ' 5 (see Appendix 2.A). For simplicity
we will also represent equation (2.6) by qj —» tx^q>>qy Note that the phase <f>(qj)
related to the qj quark could have any value.
Let us only comment here how the transformation (2.6) allows the removal of
27V — 1 phases from the matrix elements (hence 27V — 1 imaginary parts from the
Vtj elements). This can be seen by writing formula (2.2) for three generations in
the following way:
| d! > = Vud | d > +V1iS | 5 > +Vub | b >
11

(2.7a)

s' > = Vci\d>

+VC3 | s > +Vcb | b

(2.7b)

b'> = Vtd\d>

+VU | s > +Vtb | b

(2.7c)

One can then use formula (2.6) in order to transform the | d >, \ s > and | b >
fields in such a way that all the Vxj elements in the first row will be real. A phase
on | s' > could then be added for introducing an additional Vxj real element in
equation (2.7b). A similar transformation on | 6' > will also render a CKM matrix
element Teal in the last row. In the present example we have reduced the number
of imaginary parts in the elements of the considered matrix by 5, corresponding
precisely to 2N — 1.
The number of real (Ok) *&d imaginary (6k) parameters of an N x N unitar
matrix are derived in Appendix 2.A. One finds that the N x N matrix depends
on'
(N2-ZN
2

(N -N)/2

+ 2)/2 phases,

(2-8)

angles.

The number of parameters for the following N (generation) values axe then given
by:
N = 2 7V = 3 7V = 4
1
5
(N - N)/2 angles
3
2
(N -3N + 2)/2 phases
1
0
3
2

For N = 2, only one angle is needed (the Cabibbo type of mixing) whereas for
N > 2, at least one phase is present. The presence of phases that render some
CKM matrix elements complex is of great importance. As seen below this will be
a possible source of CP violation for the B decays in the framework of the usual
standard model.

2.2 - Thethree-generation case
In the three-generation case a representation for the mixing matrix can be
obtained in the following way. Since the 3 x 3 matrix depends on three angles one
can consider (V) as a rotation matrix with the Euler type of angles in which one
has to incorporate the required phase. A possible choice would be 5

(V) =

0

C2 - 5 2

12

(ci = cos $i, Si = sin^i) where rotations are performed around three axes. With
this choice one obtains precisely the mixing matrix proposed by Kobayashi and
Maskawa (Ref.3), which we write in the following way:

=

(V)=

^

= -5^2

V

td = --S1S2

iS

Vcb = CiC253 + Sid?6

Vca = C1C2C3 - S2S3e

Vts = Ci52C3 + C2$3e%6

S1S3

.

(2.9)

Vtf = C1S2S3 - C2C3elS

Even here there are cases where the phase can be removed and therefore cannot
generate CP violation effects. The conditions for which this can happen have been
studied in detail6 and correspond in fact to (at least) one matrix element that
vanish (Vy = 0) and/or to one of the following conditions:
1) one isospin doublet decouples from the others
2) the quark masses within one isodoublet are equal (yieldig VX} = 0 elements)
3) two masses of the top (or bottom) quarks are equal.
4) one angle in the (V) matrix is such that cos 6t or sin 6X = 0
Depending on the way we present the items, some of them are inter-dependant.
Nevertheless, they give a rather dear description of the present discussion. Some
examples of theses cases are discussed in Appendix 2.B while a more complete
description can be found in reference (6).
It is also very conveniant to use the parametrization of Wolfenstein for the
mixing matrix 7 (V). By expanding the CKM matrix to the order A3 where A =
sin 6C ~ 0.22, 6C being the Cabibbo angle, one has:

(V)=\

-A

AX2

1- ^

| + O(A4) .

(2.10)

In this approach only the V^ and Vti elements are complex. By studying the features of the beauty-hadron decay, one also uses the following crude approximation
for the mixing matrix:
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A

~ A3

~ 1

A2

-1
(V) = | -A

|

(2.11)

thus depending only on the parameter A. Although approximate, this form contains
some of the essential features of the mixing matrix. Indeed the transitions within
one generation are dominant as
Vtb ~ Vcs ~ Vud ~ 1

(2.12a)

whereas the jumps between generations are described by:
I Vcd |=| Vus |~ A;

| Vcb |=| Vt3 |~ A2;

| Vtd |=| Vub |~ A3.

(2.126)

as visualized by Fig. 2.1. The fact that some jumps between generations are more
probable than others is in agreement with the experimental data. We will often use
this simplified form for the matrix elements whenever we discuss the tendancies of
quark decays and mixing phenomena (Chapter 3).

2.3 - Some physics properties due to the CKM matrix
As we already mentioned above, the physics will not change if the quark field
q} —» el^9^qj. This means that the up (tx,c, t) and down (d, s,b) quark fields can
be transformed as

0

el*(c)

0

0

0

| | c |

(2.13a)

| | 5 I .

(2.136)

and
0

el*W

0

In the weak current JM, responsible of the decay process [formula (2.3)], the above
transformations of the quark field would be equivalent to the change of the CKM
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matrix, {V) =>. (V) where
0

0

(V) =

0

0
0

0

yield
U*VU3DS

(V) =

(2.14)

,

u;vtbDbJ

Here ^ = c'*(fc) with k = u,c,t and £>j = e**W with j = d.s.fc represent the
contributions of the phases on the up and down quark fields, respectively.
Based on our previous statement, the physics should be identical by using the
(V) or ( V ) = (U^VD) matrices. What then are the expressions containing VJy
elements which can obey this rule? In fact, there are essentially two possibilities,
— any expression containing modulus of CKM matrix elements as

\u;vxkDk\ = \vlk\
— any expression containing four matrix elements in the following way,
In the latter case, the expression has a combination of four elements forming a
square or a rectangle in the matrix as shown in Fig. 2.2. This cancels the phases
due to the U* and Dk functions in the expression (V^V0'y Vb',-VjJ*), hence
V V'*V! Vl* — V
K

ot vaj

v

bj vbx ~

K

*

For three generations the expression /m(Vajl^* Vb} V^) has an additionnal property. This can be seen by using the unitary properties of (V) yielding

*=i

These equations represent the product of one row (column) with another complex
conjugated row (column) of the CKM matrix. Each of these six expressions can
be represented by a triangle in the complex plane where each side of the triangle
is given by V^V/jt (or VktV^). Two examples are shown in Fig. 2.3.
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In order to define the property arising from the three-generation case, let us
take the example,

corresponding to the product of the first and third column of the CKM matrix
(the lowest triangle in Fig. 2.3). By taking the imaginary part of this expression,
previously multiplied by V^V^c [the complex conjugate of the first term of (2.15)],
one obtains
= Im
In the same way, one can multiply expression (2.15) by the complex conjugate of
the second (or third) term, subsequently taking the imaginary part of the equation. One then finds that |/fn(V5i l^J V^j Vg | has the same value for any square or
rectangle constucted from elements of the two considered rows in the way indicated
in Fig. 2.4 [the multiplication of (2.15) by VuVfc gives the same result but is not
shown in the figure].
As a square or a rectangle of four elements can occur by a product of columns
or rows, one easily obtain the general relation8:
Si] = ±K

(2.16)

where K simply denotes the absolute value of these products. This absolute value
represents twice the area (A) of a triangle. To clarify this point, let us continue to
consider the triangle described by (2.15) shown in Fig. 2.3. In this case one has
\Im [V^V^ V*Vj\ = |V«iiai x |l^tSI sin *

(2.17)

^3 being the angle between the I K i ^ l and |V«jV^| sides of the triangle (Fig.
2.3). Therefore, \Im [Vi&V^ K<»K*| represents twice the area A of this triangle.
Because of formula (2.16), one concludes that all six triangles built because of the
unitarity of the (V) matrix will have the same area. Clearly, if the CKM matrix
elements are all real the triangles will collapse into straight lines in the complex
plane.
Let us now write the equations defining the six triangles in the complex planes
explicitely. Below each side we indicate its length by using the crude approximation
of the matrix elements given by formula (2.11). One has then:
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+ VtdVt*s = 0
~ A

~ A

~ A

v«v$ + v«,i£ + v*v3 = o
3

~ A
VusV:h +
~ A4
yjvu +
~ A
Ki^ +
\3

3

~A
VcsV;b +
~ A2
KSVC*S +
~A
KSK; +
\3

~A

~A

2

(2.18&)

3

~A
V u lfl = 0
~ A2
vtt6^ = 0
~ A5
VubVtl = 0

(2.18c)
(2.i8d)
(2.18e)

\3

VdYZ + VaVZ + VcbVtl = 0
4

(2.18a)

5

~A

(2.18/)

2

One sees that the sides of two triangles [(2.18b) and (2.18e)] have comparable
lengths while the others have one side much shorter that the two other lengths.
The latter cases could not be used easily for proving the existence of such triangles
as the modulus of some CKM matrix elements would have to be known with
great accuracy. On the other hand the determination of CKM matrix elements
from experimental data may be model dependent. The verification of equation
(2.18e), yielding sides of comparable size requires the knowledge about the decays
of hadrons containing a t quark. The triangle defined by equation (2.18b), however,,
could be investigated with the actual or near-future experiments (Chapter 4). In
this case one will try to measure the angles between the sides of the triangle in
order to prove the complex part of some Vx] elements.
Additional comments
Hereafter, we will very often use the Wolfenstein parametrization, where only
Vuj and Vtd are complex. Other choices of complex elements are possible, as only
products of the [ K I I K B J V ^ V J J J type can enter in the description of the decay
mechanism. Note, however, that there must be more than two complex elements
(at least three appearing in different columns and rows) in the CKM matrix (even
if the imaginary part of some of them is negligible) in order to build the triangles
in the complex plane so that they have the same area.

2.4 - B meson decays
The quark decay diagrams which may contribute to the B decay are shown
in Fig. 2.5. Clearly additional qq pairs can be extracted from the sea in such
17

a way that several hadrons will be present in the final state. The first graph
is the so called spectator or tree diagram, in which the lighter quark does not
participate in the decay process. Lepton-neutrino pairs and hadrons (semileptonic
decays) or only hadrons can be produced by this graph. It is believed to give the
largest contribution to the B decay process9"11. The graph (b) contributes to the
production of qq. Graph (c) with W exchange in the t channel (and the emission
of a gluon) can only operate for neutral B, whereas W exchange in the s-channel,
graph (d), applies only to charged B. Finally, the penguin type of diagram, graph
(e), can contribute to both charged and neutral B decays.
Although the spectator diagram is supposed to give the dominant contribution
for the B decay the presence of the other graphs is important in the context of
CP violation. As we will see in Chapter 4, interferences between different decay
mechanisms can genereate CP violation effects. Nevertheless, for comparing or
estimating decay widths we will use the spectator model. In this approach the
various 6 decay widths are given by 10>n :
(2.19a)
(2.196)
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant and mj is the b quark mass. Here Fjti is
a phase space factor depending on the ratios of the masses involved in the decay12.
Note that the factor 3 appearing in the second expression is due to the fact that
the qq1 color singlet appearing in the W —• qq' can be formed by quarks of three
colors. The essential result which we will use in the following is that the total
width of the B meson can be approximated by the sum of (2.19a) and (2.19b) and
represented by:
(2.20)

taking into account the 6 - • cW and b -+ uW processes. This relation (which
is proportional to mjjVjjl2) would lead to the same lifetime for the B mesons
( B + ,B%,B°). Recent experimental data indicate that the lifetime of I?jj and B%
are close to each other (~ 1.5 ps) thus justifying the above approximation.
For the semileptonic decay of the B mesons, the spectator diagram is considered
to be responsible for this process [formula (2.19a)]. This leads to the equality of
the semileptonic widths of the b and 6 quarks,
(2.21)
meaning that no CP violation effects are expected in the B semileptonic decay.
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This fact is of great importance for the tagging procedure needed to search for CP
violation in the (non-semileptonic) B decay which will be discussed in Chapters 4
and 5.
Remarks about CKM values
Before discussing some features of the B decay related to the CKM matrix elements, let us recall some of the estimated values of CKM matrix elements obtained
from the studies of decay processes. Prom the /? decays, it was found that

\Vud\ ~ 1 - — = 0.9744 ± 0.0010
while the hyperon and K —» Tteu decays give13
|y ttS | = A = 0.2205 ± 0.0018 .
The information about Vuf, and Vcj was obtained from the B decays. The
study of the semileptonic decay of the B mesons can give estimates of the |Vuj/Vct|
ratio, for instance, from the lepton momentum distribution due due to b -* civ
and b —* ulv processes. Although these estimates are model-dependent, the various
analyses give |V u6 /V ei | = 0.08±0.02 (Ref. 13). The parameter A in the Wolfenstein
parametrization can be obtained from |VJ.j,|2, that is related to the B lifetime
yielding13'14
| Vci| = 0.044 ±0.06, hence A = 0.90 ± 0.12 .
The estimate of the IV^i/V^I ratio gives
\/p2 + V2 - 0.36 ± 0.09
[see expression (2.10)]. The values of p and rj depend on several parameters (for
instance the mass of the top quark) as discussed in reference (14).
Summarizing this chapter, we can say that we have briefly discussed some
properties related to the CKM matrix elements and hence to the weak decay of the
B mesons. The features presented in Sections 2.1 to 2.3 are some of the ingredients
required for the next chapters. We are now able to discuss the B° <-• B mixing
and CP violations in the the decay of the B system.
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Appendix 2.A
N u m b e r of p a r a m e t e r s in t h e C K M m a t r i x
Let us consider an N x TV unitarity matrix (N generations) and determine the
number of parameter this matrix can depend on. In principle, a complex N x N
matrix depends on 2 x N2 parameters. The unitary condition
/I

.0

0\

1/

introduces constraint yielding to a decrease in the number of parameters. Above
and below the diagonal of this matrix the elements vanish whereas the diagonal
elements are equal to one. Therefore, there are (TV2 — N)/2 independant nondiagonal elements where the real and imaginary parts have to equal zero. One has
then
2 [

^—]

+ N = N2

constraints

from which one finds that a unitar matrix has 2/V2 — N2 = N2 independant
parameters.
The number of imaginary parameters is simply given by the difference between
the total number of parameters of an unitary matrix and an orthogonal TV x TV
matrix (having only real parameters). In the same manner as above, one finds that
an orthogonal matrix will have
N2-N

AT

\- N =
{N + N)
=
2

Ar2

N

N2 + N
constraints and
2

N -N
real parameters .

The number of imaginary parameters in the unitary matrix will then be given by
2

_

N2-N
2

The physics will not be changed if the quark fields transform as q} —* exp(i4>j)qjBy redefining the phases of the quark fields, one can remove 27V — 1 phases (an
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overall phase remains). One thus finally :dbtfam an unitary NxN
on
+

N

matrix depending

- (2jV - l) = I (JV2 - ZN -f 2) phases
•

N2 -

N

and — - - — angles

(2.A1)

(2.42)

it

Appendix 2.B
Examples of the phase elimination in the CKM matrix
a) Decoupling of a quark isodoublet
Let us first give a simple example where we assume that one family decouples
from the other two (no transition between the members of one family and those of
the other two). In this case only two families communicate, we should be in the
Cabibbo mixing case (no phase).
Let us show this explicitely by assuming for instance that the (u,d) generation
decouples from the other ones. Then one has (c\ = 1):

- s2s3eiS

c2s3 +

s2c3eiS

which can also be written in the following form:

\et

>=\d>

| s' > = {c2ci - s2s3etS) | s > +(c 2 s 3 + s2c3elS) | b
\b' > = {s2c3 + c2s3etS) | 5 > +{s2s3 - c2c3etS) \ b
Let us now change the phase of | 5 > in the following way:
! s > - » I s > e~%s
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and define
A = C2C3C

—

B
their moduli being denoted by A and ~B~. One then obtains

;

\j > = A 1 s > +B 1 b>
\V> = B*\s>-A*\b>
\

Defining the phases of A and B by tp\ and 9*2, one can write the last two expressions
as
5' > *= Ac 1 ^ 1 "^) I 5 > +B I 6 >

I 6' > = Bc 1 ^ 1 "^) I a > -A I 6 > .
Further phase transformations

I

I 6' >

finally yield
\s'> =

A\s>+B\b>

\bl> =

B\s>-A\b>

which is indeed a Cabibbo type of mixing (no phase).
In a more general approach it has been shown5 that the phase can be be removed in the three-generation case if a pair of quarks of the same charge have
identical masses (the quarks will then be indistinguishable as far as weak interactions are concerned or if a Vqq> matrix element vanishes). For the CKM matrix all
the conditions required for CP violation through the phase 6 can be put into one
equation in the following way5:
D = s\ 32 S3 c\ C2 C3 sin 6 J ^ 0

with
J = (m u — rnc)(mc — mt)(mu — mi){rn^ — mt)(ma

— tnj)(mj — 1714)

(mq denoting the mass of the quark q). This equation covers 14 different conditions.
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b) Example of a vanishing cosine value
Let us now take the example of an angle leading to a zero value of its cosine,
for instance 62 = */2 yielding cos $2 = 02 — 0 and sin $2 = 1. In this case the
relations between the Jts',V and the st d, b quarks will be given by

or by the expressions
I tt > = C\ I d > +S1C3 I S > +3133 I b >

\s'> =

-8ZeiS\s>+c3eiS\b>

I 6' > = - « l I d > +C1C3 I S > +Cia 3 I 6 >
The phase 6 will diseappear by doing the transformation
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Q(2/3)

U
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X3

Fig. 2.1 - Various transitions between the three quark generations with the
corresponding CKM matrix elements in the Wolfenstein paxametrization. In our
simplified version, the transitions depend essentially on one parameter A.

Fig.

X

•

O

O

•

X

2.2 - The o and the x represent the matrix elements entering into the
VJHHJV^* VjJ products. These terms are independant of the qj —*• exp[i<f>(qj)]qj
transformation. The circle sign represents a matrix element while the cross indicates the complex conjugate of the considered element.

V Vu
v
us v ub

Fig. 2.3 - Examples of two triangles in the complex planes and having the same
areas. The top triangle represents equation (2.18c) and the bottom one equation
(2.18b).

[VubVudVcdVcb] = " l m

o
O

x

I
4
I

-----*

\

O-I

X- -

—-O

\

Fig. 2.4 - CKM elements forming a square or a rectangle in the matrix and
obtained by multiplying the first and the third column as explained in the text.
The o and the x represent elements or complex ones, respectively. The expression
\Im(KtVbjVa}:H.)I ^ ^ ^e same value in all cases (Section 2.3).
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Fig. 2.5 - The quark diagrams contributing to the decay of the B mesons (B are
not shown). Additionnal qq can be extracted from the sea leading to final states
with several hadrons.

3 - Meson mixing

3.1 - Introduction
As in the case of K°, K , mixing is expected to manifest itself for the B°, B
mesons. In fact, the Bd +-* Bd mixing (or oscillations) has been observed in
producing the Bd and Bd mesons in different ways,

e+e~ - T(45) ^

pN -> B°d(B°d)X
e+e-

_> z° -> B°d(B°d)X .

The study of the mixing in the first case is different from the other ones. In the
T(45) decay the c m . energy is just enough to produce a BB pair (no additionnal
TT). Therefore, to fullfil the Jpc = 1 conditions due to the T(45), the relative
orbital momentum between the two outgoing mesons has to be / = 1. As already
mentioned in Section 1.1, such a value will not be compatible with the BoseEinstein statistics requirement for a BdBd or a BdBd system (as the wave function
describing the final state cannot be even under the permutation of the two mesons).
Thus, a mixing procedure only occurs in the first case if the associated meson has
decayed first. Note that the observation of the Bd —» / (Bd —• / ) decay does not
give any information about the type of meson produced at time t = 0 that was
responsible for the observed decay. The tagging of the associated beauty hadron
is then necessary and is treated in more detail below.
In the other two cases the situation is somewhat different. The associated
beauty hadron could be a neutral or a charged meson or even a beauty baryon.
As above, the information about the type of the associated meson produced in the
same event is necessary and will be obtained by the tagging procedure.
Before discussing the methods used to measure mixing, we will give a brief
description of the formalism used to describe the mixing phenomenon in the B
system (Section 3.2 and 3.3). Next we will briefly discuss some results obtained
from theoretical investigations and their impact on the analysis of experimental
results (Section 3.4). Then we will consider the measurement possibilities of the
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mixing process, with the observation of time oscilattions (Section 3.5) and B
semileptonic decay (Section 3.6). Furthermore, we will discuss the case of the
beauty hadrons produced in pN interactions. For comparison we will also present
some features related to the e + e~ -+ T(nS) —» B°B (n = 4,5). taking into
account the correlation introduced by the Bose-Einstein statistics requirement.

3.2 - Basic formalism
Let us recall that by mixing or oscillations we mean transitions of the type of
B® *-* B . These transitions have been widely discussed1"3 and result from flavor
non-conservation in weak interactions. Fig. 3.1 presents the box diagrams which
are believed to be responsible for the mixing in the B° system. Whenever we use
B° (B ), we mean that the expressions and formula can be used for the B% (Bj)
or Bg (Bs) mesons.
Because of the B° «-» B transitions, the | B° > and | B > states are no
longer the physical states. Thus they are not the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian
(H) considered to be made from a strong and a weak interaction part. This phenomenological Hamiltonian will be represented by a 2 x 2 matrix in the | B° >
and | B > space (the flavor space).
In order to describe the decay of particles one writes4:

(if) = (M) - I(D
where (M) and (F) are the mass and the decay matrices, respectively. Note that
here (H) is not hermitian, the eigenvalues are not real and the eigenvectors do
not need to be orthogonal, in contrast to (M) and (F), which are associated with
measurable quantities. The hermiticity of (M) and (F) leads to the following
relations between the matrix elements: #12 = M12—iFi2/2 andi/21 = M21—iF2i/2
namely

Mf2 T\2
Moreover, the CPT theorem yields H\\ = #22- One can thus write:
.

M-iT/2
M

h ~ irh/2

Mi2-tI
M
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~ lT / 2

The matrix elements represent transition amplitudes and are given by 2 ' 5 :

<B0\H\B°>=<B°\H
\B° >=M-iT/2
< E° | H | B° > = M{2 - »TJ2/2
< B° \ H | 5° >= Mn - iTa/2 .

(3.1a)
(3.16)
(3.1c)

The last two equations relate the B° *-> B transitions (the mixing phenomenon)
to the elements of the mass and the decay matrices. One already sees that CP
violation can occur in the B° «-» B mixing if the the non diagonal elements are
complex quantities (a necessary but not a sufficiant condition) or more precisely
if:

|< B° | H | B° >| 2 - |< B° | H | B° >| 2 = 27m(M1*2ri2) # 0 .

(

The physical states | Bi > = | B\ > and | Bh >=\ Bi > where / (h) stands here
for light (heavy) are obtained by diagonalizing (H). Eigenvalues \L± axe obtained
from
Det | H - pi |= 0
(/ is the unit 2 x 2 unit matrix) yielding:

{M-xT-- pf - (Mn - i^)

{M{2 - iSi) = 0

and

Ap = p+ - p- = 2(5

with

The masses Mj^ = Mx,2 and widths F ^ = Fi^ of the physical states | Bih > are
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then given by:
Mh,\ =
One obtains thus the following relations which will be used throughout:
AM = Mh- Mi = 2RtQ
AM = H+-H- = 2Q

Ar = Th-Fi = -4lmQ
(3.2)

Q = v?(M;2 - »rj 2 /2)(M 12 - iT12/2)
Q = (AM - t Ar/2)/2
r = (rh + r,)/2
We will see later (Section 3.4) that for the B° mesons, A/x = 2Q will practically
be equal to AM = 2ReQ, as Q can be approximated by Q = |Af 121 - This will
simplify the calculations of the B° mixing processes.
Using the n± eigenvalues, one finds that the eigenvectors can be expressed in
the form (see Appendix 3.A):
I Bi >= p I B° > +q I B° >
0

\B2>=p\B >-q\B°

(3-3)

>

From the eigenvector equations
= 0

±9.
one obtains
1/2

p

M12 - :Ti 2 /2

=±

(3.4)

where we will use the plus sign. One has also:
(3.5)

where for conveniance we now use the symbol r\ = q/p. Let us repeat here (see
Section 3.4) that if Myi and Yyi are real, or more precisely if Im(Mi2Ti2) = 0,
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there will be no CP violation in the B° *•* B transitions [see equations (3.1b),
(3.1c) and (3.1d)]. One has then \r)\2 = 1. Thus the departure of |i?| from 1 will
indicate CP violations in the B° *•* B transition.
As already stated above, the | B\ > and | £?2 > states do not need to be
orthogonal. A simple calculation gives :

<B Bi>ss

^

2Jm(M1*2r12/2)
|M 12 | 2 + |r 1 2 /2| 2 + |Q| 2 '
Thus it is only in the absence of CP violation in the B° <-» B mixing that the
states | B\ > and | J92 > become orthogonal.
Even ii \r)\ = 1, r\ can have a phase. In fact this phase is related to the
particle phase £ defined in the following way. The | B° > and | B > states are
related through CP transformation up to an arbitrary and non measurable phase 6 ' 7
£ (usually called the particle phase). Thus one has
r* rv |i n
D O >^
i ~D^ >
^
C
>= e**& \n

and hence necessarily

CP 11° > = e~xB | 5 ° >
as {CP)2 — 1. Before choosing a convention for denning 6, let us give the relation
between the phase of 17 and 6 when there is no CP violation in the mixing process.
Then the physical states | B\t2 > must be eigenstates of CP. Using (3.3) one has 8 :

CP I Bl > = pexS I B° > +qe-xS \ B° >= ±(p \ B° >+q \ B°
CP I Bi > = pexS I B° > -qt~xS I B° >= T(P I B° > -q \ B° > ) .
This can only occur when

2 = r, = ±ea .
P

(3.6)

If one choose a phase 6 such that:

CP I B° > = - I B° >
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(3.7a)

CP I B° >= - I £°
one obtains that 77 =
B° •-> B mixing.

(3.7b)

will then be real if there is no CP violation in the

3.3 - Time dependence and mixing
Let us now investigate the time evolution of the state | B°(t) > (or | B (t) >)
where a pure | B° > (or | B >) state has been produced at the time t = 0. To
simplify our discussion we will first consider the (unrealistic) cases of having B° or
B beams. We notice again that there are the physical states |£i,2 >, which have
definite lifetimes. This means that the time evolution of the states | £ ^ ( 0 > are
simply given by:
I £i,2(t) >=| £1,2 > e-»(^.*-»Tw/a)«
With this expression and formula (3.3), one easily obtains (see the demonstrations
in Appendix 3.A)

B°(t)>=U(t)\B*>+r}f_(t)\T>

(3.8)

where
(3.9a)
(3.96)
Remember that |£°(t) > (|B°(0 >) means that a 5° (B°) has been produced at
time t = 0. Thus, clearly /+(0) = 1 and /-(0) = 0, as one produces pure states at
t = 0.
Let us point out that we will often approximate these last expressions using
Fi ~ F2 (i.e. F ~ ri,2 or AF ~ 0, see the discussion in Section 3.4). Indeed,
because of the large phase space available for the B decays one expects that the
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heavy and light B^i mesons will have nearly the same lifetimes (hence Y\ ~ T<i).
Then, expressions (3.9) give the relations:

/ + (t) = e - ^ / 2 e - n / 2 c o s ( — J
(^)
l/±(t)| 2 = ^ ( 1 ± cos AMt)
^

r

(3.10a)

(3.106)
(3.10c)
(3.10<f)

using the notation M = (My +
With the help of formula (3
(3.8) one can calculate the B° and the B content in
| B°(t) >, or in a beam decribed by | B (t) >. They are given by

Using the approximations given by formulae (3.10), the B° and B contents in the
considered beams can be expressed by:
2

fi-Tt

\<B°\ B°{t) >j ~ —-

(1 + cos AMt)

\< B° | B°(t) >| 2 ~ 1 — (l - cos AMt) |T?|2

(3.11a)
(3.116)

-Ft

B ° | ! B (0t ) >2| ^

(1+cos AMt)

(3.11c)

B° | &(t) >| 2 ~ l - r y (1 - cos AMf) .

These formulae show the oscillation character of the B° and B content in a given
f?° or B beam. The oscillations depend crucially on the AM or x = AAf/F
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values, as can be seen from Fig. 3.2. This figure presents expressions (3.11a) and
(3.11b) as a function of T = iff for different x values (T is the lifetime of the B
meson considered) assuming \rj\2 = 1. Thus, according to the value of x = AAf/F,
there might be several oscillations before the B meson will decay.
One has to emphasize that the oscillation can only be observed if information
about the type of the meson responsible for the decay is known at the production
time t = 0. In a real experiment B° and B can be produced. If, for instance,
one wants to observe a | B° > state the lack of information about the parent type
produced at t = 0 will lead to a time dependence given by the sum of equations
(3.11a) and (3.lid). This leads to a purely time exponential behavior (assuming
still |T/|2 = 1). We will later discuss the manner applied for observing the oscillation
character in the decay time distribution.
Because of the difficulties in measuring the oscillations, one often consider the
time-integrated rates

0

where similar expressions can be obtained for a B "beam". In order to measure
quantitatively the amount of mixing one can use the so-called Pais and Treiman
parameters 9 , r and r defined by

$\<B\B\t)>\Ht
B>B
J\<B°\ B°(t) > \Ht ~ B°^B*
f\<B°\B°(t)>\2dt_B*-,B°

/1

B01 B°(i)

P* ~ 5 ° B

0

.

"

K6

'

(

}

Thus r (r) defines the ratio of B°/B° (J5°/B°) that one has at t -» oo when at
t = 0 one has produced pure B° (B ) states. This is symbolized by the expressions
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in the right-hand side of formula (3.12). An elementary calculation then gives:
2 X 2 + y2
2 + X2 - y
T =

l

X2-

M2

+x

2

(3.13)
y2

using x = AM/P and y = AP/(2P). The mixing probabilities can be defined by

x=

1+r
i?0

X =

(3.14a)
(3.146)

Note that the non-mixing probabilities will simply be expressed by 1 — x and 1 — XThe maximum mixing occurs when r ~ 1 (or r ~ 1 when B are produced at
t = 0) which corresponds to a nearly equal amount of | B° > and \ B > in the
beam at t —> oo. Let us note that this can occur in two different situations6'8:
1 - \y\ = |AP/(2P)| ~ 1
Here one has r ~ \r/\2 and r ~ l/\r)\2 [formula (3.13)] which in the limit of non
CP violation in the mixing process (M 2 = 1) leads to full mixing. The condition
|y| = IFi - P 2 |/(Pi + P2) = 1 will be fullfilled when P2 > P2 or P2 » Pi, a
situation similar to the K° case (see next Section).
2 - i = AM/P > 1
In this case one also has r = ¥ ~ 1 (with \rj\2 - 1). Let us now write x in the
following form:
AM = 1/P
T
P
I/AM
'mixing
where rmixmg is the average time between the B° *-> B oscillations. The last
equation means that the system will oscillate rapidly before decaying and will thus
appear as a nearly equal mixing of B° and B . This is a situation believed to occur
for the B° <-» Bs mixing.
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3.4 - Implications of the box diagram
As yet we have not used any estimation for F, A M and AF. The total width
F ~ 1/T can be obtained from the lifetime (f) measurements, determined as ~ 1.5
ps for the B mesons10 (small differences between the lifetimes of the J5° and B% have
been observed). Theoretically the main contribution to F is due to the spectator
diagram [graph (a) in Fig. 2.5]. The total width for the process b —»• qW is then
given by formula (2.20). In contrast, A M and AF can be estimated from the box
diagram shown in Fig. 3.1. In fact this diagram allows one to calculate M\i and
Fi2, from which one obtains A M and AF (formulae 3.2). The Mn value depends
on the masses of the quark exchanged in the box and on the CKM matrix elements
entering in each corner of the box diagram. In the leading order where we consider
only the exchanges of the quark giving the largest contribution, corresponding to
exchange of the heaviest quark, one obtains for the B system 1 ' 2 :

M 12 = -Sj3jL BBf2BrnB(VtbVt;)2m2
= ^

BBf2BrnB(VtbVt;)2m2b

r,QCD
r,'QCD

(3.15a)
(3.156)

where r)QCD ~ 0.85 (Ref. 2) and ri'QCD (Ref. 11 and 12) represent the QCD
correction factors. Here m t is the t quark mass, mB is the B meson mass. The
symbol p = d, s is used in order to allow the description of the B° <-+ B& and the
B® +-* Bs mixing. As already mentioned above, we use the convention that the
CKM matrix element is V*} (Vt}) if the outgoing quark at the qiq}W vertex is a
down (up) like quark6 (see Fig. 3.1). In non relativistic models the B meson decay
constant fB is given by 13 :

fl =

4

2

which is estimated to be fB = 0.1 - 0.5 GeV for the B system13. Here t/>(0) is the
B meson wave function at the origin. The BB (bag) parameter in formulae (3.15)
is usually considered to be in the range of 0.5-1.5 unit 2 .
Despite the uncertainties for certain of these parameters, some conclusions can
nevertheless be drawn from formula (3.15). We first note that Myi and Fi2 have
the same phases within the present approximation and that

Mr10-2

<3-16>

with mt ~ 150 GeV [as recent experimental results indicate that mt > 150 GeV/c2,
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Ref. 14]. The fact that \Tii/Mn\

< 1 means that formula (3.5) leads to

Remarks
Remember that 77 is used for discussing the B°, B cases. Later on, we will
consider the B% «-» B4 and B® <-> Bs mixing with the parameters 77^ and rjs,
respectively. In the framework of the present approximation, there will be no CP
violation in the B$ «-» B4 and B° «-+ Bs mixing as \T}^S\2 ~ 1. The phases of T ^ ,
however, will be of great importance for the discussion of CP violation effects in
the B decays (Chapter 4). With the example of the CKM matrix (2.10), one has
from formula (3.17) that rjs = 1 and rja = ezp(2<j>i) (see the notation discussed in
Section 4.6).
Another important consequence due to \Ti2/M\2\ < 1 is that one can obtain
simple expressions for A M and AF and hence for the Pais and Treiman parameters
r and f. From the relation (3.2), one has
A M = 2ReQ = 2RtyJ{Ml2 - tTi2/2)(M*2 - iT*12/2)
leading to
A M ~ 2|M 12 | ~ H

BBf2BmB

| VtbVt; \2 m\

TJQCD

•

(3.18)

For deriving an approximation for AF let us use one of the expressions (3.2) yielding

By equating the imaginary parts one gets:
\Yn\
as M\2 and T\2 have the same phase in the framework of the approximations given
by formulae (3.15a) and (3.15b). Finally, by using AM = 2|Mi2| and formula
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(3.18) one obtains

~ 2|r12| ~

^

(3.19)

Using the (3.18) and (3.19) approximations and formula (3.16) one sees that
AM

which according to our previous definitions means that x » y. Therefore the Pais
and Treiman parameter for the B system can be approximated by the following
forms:

(3.20)

whereas the probability forms with \r}\2 = 1 [formula (3.14)] become

X = X =

2(1

+i2)
94-

i-x=i-x=

2(1 + z 2 ) '

(3.21a)
(3.216)

Thus the mixing phenomenon for the B mesons is governed by only one parameter
which we recall is x = AM/T.
The larger x becomes, the larger the mixing measured by the r or r parameter
will be, with the asymptotic values of r , r —• 1. It is now easy to understand why
the mixing is expected to be larger for the i?° system than for B%. This is simply
a consequence of the fact that X4 < zSy the indices indicating values associated to
the B% or B° mesons respectively, as 10

[see also the CKM matix approximation given by (2.11)]. Strictly speaking, / # ,
(and of course m j ) can be different for the B% and B® mesons, although it is usually assumed that they are nearly equal. With this approximation, and assuming
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that Ts — Ti, one would expect that xa/xd > 15 by utilizing the |VJy| estimates
of Ref. 10. This means that the oscillations given by AMd>at will have a larger
frequency for the i?° than for the B% system.
By using formulae (3.15) one can also relate quantities entering in the mixing
of the B% with those of the B®. In particular one observes that:

AM, AT, I Vu I2
AM,' A T i - I V t f l ^ 1
assuming that Vfo ~ 1. Moreover, one also notices that because of AF 4 > AF«j it
might be easier in principle to detect the two different lifetimes of the heavy and
light B in B° than in B\ case.
In a very qualitative way we axe now able to understand why mixing is expected
to be more important for the B° system than for the D°. The argument we will
use is not an exact one as we will only compare those quantities giving the largest
contribution to x ex IVijV^mQm^/T
for various cases [using formula (3.18)].
Here, rriQ is the quark mass that can be exchanged in the box diagram, whereas
n*M is the mass of the considered (B or D) meson. We thus ignore the JM and BM
dependence of the various cases and we assume that y = AF/(2F) ^ 0 is valid for
all cases, a fact not necessarily true for the D meson15. In addition, let us use the
simplified form for the CKM matrix inspired from the Wolfenstein parametrization
and discussed in Chapter 1. In this approach one has
Vtb ~ Vcs ~ Vud ~ 1

Fig. 3.3 presents the different box diagrams for the Dc and B%s cases. In the
figure are also given indications for the x ex |K;V^J|mnm^/r quantities, where for
F we use the dominant spectator model prediction F oc mj|Vj ? /| 2 . Thus T(B) ex
|Vfcc|2 ~ A4, which appears in the denominator of the studied ratio, will cancel part
of the A dependance appearing in the numerator. For the B*j this cancellation is
complete within this rough approximation, as AM S /F ~ m 2 /m 4 does not depend
in the leading order on A.

3.5 - Mixing measurements with the time oscillations
We will discuss now the measurement possibilities of the £?° mixing through the
observation of the decay time-oscillation. We consider this approach for simplicity,
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although the first observation of the Bd mixing were made through their semileptonic decays (see below) and not with the time oscillation process. At the begining
we consider the general case where the B° are produced in hadron-hadron interactions at c m . energies where all types of beauty-hadron pairs can be produced.
Note that the same method can also be used for e + e~ interactions at large c m .
energies (for instance, e + c~ —» Z —» X) although some differences might appear
between pN and e + e~ interactions (see Section 5). We will also comment on the
relatively simple case for the B° mesons produced by the c + e~ —* T(n5) —• B°B
channels (with n = 4,5).

a) hadron-hadron collisions
Let us consider a Bd —> f decay where the experimental reconstruction of
the daughter / state signs the type of the parent meson at the decay time. For
instance, one could consider the Bd —» Dfir~ that could not come from the Bd
decay. As already discussed above (Section 3.3), information about the type of the
B meson produced at t = 0 and responsible for the decay into the / state could be
partly obtained by tagging the associated beauty hadron through its semileptonic
decay. This is because the charge of the lepton indicates the quark responsible of
the decay (b —* l~X, 6 —» 1+X, X meaning anything). In the present example we
consider the final l~ fX state that can be produced by the following beauty-hadron
combination:
(1) B~B\
(2) NbB°d
(3) f?j£2

and B

s^d (coherent mixture)

(4) i?!l£S
where the particles are those appearing at the production time (t = 0). Let us now
consider these cases8.
Cases (1) and (2)
These cases are trivial, as the beauty hadrons decay in an event independently
from each other. For case 1, the initial vector state is given by
\4>>=\B-(t-)>\Bcd(td)>

(3.22)

where t- (td) corresponds to the proper time of the B~ (Bd) state in its rest frame.
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The amplitude of the considered processes is then given by:

A(rf) =< rf | </> >=< rx\B-(u)

> < f\B°d(td)

Using

I < rx\B-(t.) > |2 = | < rx\B~ > | 2 «- r -*and formula (3.11a) one obtains successively

\A(rf)\2 = - ^

=S

c-(r-t-+r-M (1 + c o s A M d t d )

=]^-e-T^(l
21 _

+ cosAMdtd)

(3 . 23a)

(3.236)

where T = < l~X\B~ >< }\B^ >, while T, represents the decay width of the
beauty hadron considered (the indice being self-explanatory). For point 2, one
has the same formula with the transformation of F_ —» Fjv and T —» T' as the
< /~.X|i?~ > part of the amplitude might be different from the < l~X\Ni > part
(see the discussion below).
Case (3)
This case is more complicated, as each neutral meson can be subject to mixing.
Because of these procedures, the / " / state can arise from systems that at timet = 0
were either B°sBd or BsBd. The initial state vector is now given by
\<f> >= \Ba(ts) > \Bd(td) > +\Bs(ts > \Bd(td) >

(3.24a)

where tdiS represent the proper times in the Bd and B®, respectively. If we now
consider the final state in which the strange meson decays into l~X at time ts and
the non-strange one into / at time td, one can write the amplitude for this process
as

A(rf) =< l-X\B,(ta) >< f\Bd(td) > + < rX\B3(ts) >< f\Bi(U) > .
By using formula (3.8) giving the time evolution of \B°(t) > and \B (t) > one has

A(rf) = r [ ^ f-(ts)f-(td) + U(t.)f+(U)]

(3.246)

where, as usual, T = < l~X\B >< f\B® >. With this amplitude, one obtains the
following time dependence expressions (Appendix 3.B using rj3 = 1):
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dt3dtd

I
+ sin AM,i, sin A M ^ x (1 - Rer?,*)]
21,

(3.25a)

c-r-*-fl + — ^ (cos AMdtd - xsReVdSinAMdtd) ] ,(3.256)

the last expression being the t,* time dependence for case 3. Because of the large
expected x3 value (Section 3.4), the daijdtd distribution will essentially have an
exponential behaviour (a situation which would be different for daz/dt5).
Case (4)
For the B^Bd casei we must take into account the charge conjugation of the
two meson system denned by 7?c = ± 1 . The state vector of such a system is then
given by
14 >=l B(t)ypi > | B(t)iP2 > +Vc \B{t),pi >\ B{t),p2 >

(3.26)

where pi,2 are the meson momenta denned, for instance, in the production c m .
system and where C\4> >= r)c\cf> >. Let us now consider the final state in which
one meson decays into l~X a.t time t\ while the other one is decaying into / at
time *2 (h and *2, as usual, are defined in the corresponding meson rest frame).
The amplitude for this process will then be given by:

A(rf) =< rx | B0^) >< /1 B°(t2) > +vc < rx | B°(ti) >< /1 B\t2) >
where we label yet the B mesons by their disintegration time t\ and ti. Still using
formula (3.8) one gets

A(rf) = T [/f\B%
with T =< l~X\B\Bs ><
f\B% >. One thus easily gets the double differential cross
section
cos AM(t, + *«,)] .

(3.27c)

Integrating over t\, the time related to the semileptonic decay, one obtains the
following ti dependance (*2 being replaced by td):
/ ) _ i-i . - n - h ,

-

^ c o s &Mdtd-r)cxd

sin AMdtd

I.

(3.276)

For c m . energies above the BB threshold, the two charge-conjugated states of the
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B\Bd system (r)c = ±1) have equal probability. Then the third term in the right
part of the last equation vanishes.
Finally, the four cases can be summarized as follow:

cos xdrd - i5Re77d sin xdrd)

drd
drd

(3.28)

using rd = tdfrd = tdTd (rd being the B% lifetime). The da{l~f)/drd crosssection will then by obtained by adding incoherently the different dai(l~f)/drd
distributions, each of them being weighted by the production values of the Bd (pd)
and of the associated beauty hadron {p±,p$,pd or p#), i.e.

The amplitudes | < l~X\B >< f\B% > \ = \T\ and | < l~X\Nb >< / | B j > | =
\T'\ will be taken as being the same in all cases, as we assume that the semileptonic
decays of beauty hadrons are dominated by the spectator model (Section 2.4). This
simply means that the widths of the semileptonic decays of the beauty hadrons
axe nearly equal. For estimates of the distributions due to formula (3.28), we will
also assume that the beauty meson decays are essentialy due to the b —» qW or
b —» qW processes (the spectator model) yielding equal lifetimes for the various B
mesons, and hence that

r + = rd = r s .
The binding energy of the light quarks in the beauty baryon are expected to be
smaller than in the B meson. Therefore, the beauty-baryon lifetimes should be
shorter than those of the B mesons, yielding T^ > F,. From the actual observation
of the beauty-hadron lifetimes, one has F// ~ e Ti with e ~ 1.3 (Ref. 16).
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The pj probabilities depend on the c m . energy where the beauty-hadron pairs
are produced. At large c m . energy (y/s > 1 TeV), one generally uses the values
of:
P± • Pi • Ps • PN =* 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.10 .

(3.30)

obtained from Monte Carlo calculations17. Note that the sum of the equations in
(3.28) leads to a distribution of
oc e~T" [1 + A cos XdTd -BsinxdTd]

(3.31)

where the A and B parameters depend essentially on xSid, the probabilities p3
and the values of the T±, Td, Ts and Fyv widths. The coefficient A is sometimes
considered as the dilution factor as A < 1, despite the small sine term appearing
in (3.31).
The expressions given by formulae (3.28) can be utilized for the B® oscillations
by transforming the subscripts d *-> s. As an example, we present in Fig. 3.4 a
decay time distribution for a B% —* f decay with x3 = 15, Kerjd = 1, T^/T- = 1
[formula (3.31) with s *-* d] assuming that the amplitudes (\T\) in the four cases
are nearly equal. The calculated distribution is not very sensitive to the Tff/T- =
e value, in the 1—2 range. One also sees from this figure that the calculated
distribution is not too far from the \ < B° \ B°(t) > | 2 ~ e~ r< (1 + cos AMt)/2
distribution [formula (3.11a)] when the backround has an exponantial form.
b) T h e e+e" -» T(nS) reactions
A

The situation is simpler for the e + e~ -* T(45') —• BJBJ process where the
relative orbital momentum between the two mesons has to be / = 1 [in order to
have the JPC = 1 quantum numbers of the T(451)]. Then the oscillation forms
will be given by formulae (3.27) with rjc = —1, namely:

E ! ! e « ) \,
It

=

2r7 e~Tdti i1 + I T^

( c o s AMdU

cosAM{ti _ 12)j
+ Xd

The same relation could be used for the T(55) —> BaBs
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(3 32o)

sin

decay replacing d —> s.

One has to notice that formulae (3.27) can also be applied for the process

where no additionnal TT being produced. This time one has rjc = 1 (and d —* s) in
formula (3.27b).
The formula (3.32b) has not really been used as yet for measuring the B°
mixing. This analysis would have some problems for the e + e~ —• T —* BB case
because of the difficulty of reconstructing the interaction point, thus complicating
the proper time measurement. In this respect, the oscillation observation could be
more powerful for measuring the xs parameter related to the B% mixing in the case
of pp interactions.

3.6 - Mixing measurements with semileptonic decays
The method that we now comment on was in fact used for observing and measuring the Bj *-* Bd mixing. In this approach, one measure in a given experiment
the number of events (denoted by TV) having BB (or NbB), BB (or NbB) and
~BB (NbB or TVji?) in the observed final states. Note that N(BB), for example,
does not mean that one has necessarily two B (or B) at the same time defined,
for instance, in the production c m . system (which is not be allowed in some cases
as in the e+e~ —> T(45) —» BB process). Here N(BB) simply means that the
observed final states are due to two B decays. As the identification of a beauty
hadron through its reconstruction is difficult, one usually uses the semileptonic
decay B -> 1+vX (Nb -» l+vX) and B -» l~vX (Nb -» I'vX).
Mixing could
then be observed by measuring the following ratios 18 :

R

NJFF)

(3 33)

"

R =

Here TV (/*/*) denotes the number of events having two leptons of the same charge
in the final state arising from the mixing process and the subsequent semileptonic
decays of the beauty-hadron pair. The number of events with two leptons of
different charge and resulting from beauty-hadron decays is denoted by N(l+l~).
Non-zero values of the above ratios indicate the occurence of mixing in the B°
system.
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a) hadron-hadron collisions
Although the BQd <-• Bd mixing was discovered in the e + e~ —• T(4S>) —• BB
process let us begin to consider the general case in pp interactions. At large c m .
energy (for instance, v ^ > 1 TeV), several types of beauty-hadron pairs can lead
to the production of / ± / ± due to the semileptonic decays of the 6 quarks. Let us,
for example, consider the /~/~ case. The pairs of beauty hadrons at the production
time (t = 0) that may be responsible of /~/~ are:
.......

B Bdt
•

B Bs,

•

BsBd
NbB°d,NbB°a.

The amplitudes and the cross-sections <r(l~l~) oc N(l~l~) expressions are derived
in the Appendix 3.C for the J9l? cases. Let us give here only the obtained expressions:
(3.34<x)
(3.346)

(3.34d)
(3.34e)
where, as usual, F, (; are the total widths of the various beauty hadrons and T is
the amplitude part taken equal for these cases (see Appendix 3.C). The N^B^ or
N^B® cases can simply obtained by replacing F_ —• T^ and p± —» pjy in equations
(3.34a) and (3.34b) using the same (or a different) T amplitude. Here <r(l~l~) # 0
will indicate mixing although an estimate of xs (xd is known) is not evident.
b) T h e e + e~ —• T(nS') reactions
The study of the e + c~ —» T(45) —> BdBd about mixing has been done without
difficulty as one can produce only one pair of neutral mesons B°B in the final
state, which will be responsible on two outgoing leptons having the same charge.
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In the general case, odd or even orbital momentum I between the outgoing mesons,
one has 8
N{l+l+) = K2

N(rr) = K1

(3.35)

1x2

where K2 = \ < l~X\B° > \2/{2T2da) and rjc = ± 1 . Here N{l+l~) represents only
mber of events with / + /~ due to the B°B

pair. For the e+e~ —» T(45') - •

process one has rjc = —1. Using in addition \r}\2 = 1, one obtains
(3.36a)
(3.366)

the symbol odd denoting that we are dealing with an odd I value. This leads to:

N(l+l+)odd+N(l-l-)odd

(3.37)

The same expression will be obtained for the e + e~ -+ T(5S) -+ B^BS but where

d->s.
Remarks
If the events have outgoing mesons produced with relative odd and even orbital
momentum in equal amounts, one would then obtain
x2(2 + x2)
2r
-"•odd+even ~ 2 + 2l 2 + I 4 ~ 1 + r 2 '
using now x,r instead of Xd,s,rd,s- The influence of the relative orbital momentum
on R' is shown in Fig. 3.5. where R'o^, R'tvtn an( ^ -^odd+even a x e expressed as
a function of x. As expected, the Bose-Einstein statistics requirement leads to a
smaller mixing than in the uncorrelated case for 1 < 5.
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Appendix 3.A
Mixing formulae
As seen in Section 3.2 the eigenvalues p.± are obtained from

Det\H-

fil |= 0

yielding

with

The eigenvectors | B\ > and | Bi > will be expressed as a linear combination of
| B° > and | B > , namely

| Bi > = p | B° > +q I B° >

where we associate | Bi > to the light state (Mj = Re n- = M - Re Q) and
| i?2 > to the heavy one (M2 = Re n+ = M + Re Q). The p, q and p', q' values
will be obtained from the equations:

)=0

These matrix equations give

q

I

~Q
-iTn/2
=

Q
-iTn/2

V Afi2-tT12
=

45

= / M i2- t r i2/2
V Mi2-iri2

and therefore

£

V

P

One can thus write the eigenstates in the following form

(3-3)

which are the formula (3.3) given in the text.
Let us now give the time dependance of the B° and B states, namely
| B°(t) > and | B°(t) >. As the the physical states | B\ > and | B<i > have definite
lifetimes one merely has
i,2 > = | Bi,2

Now using equations (3.3) one obtains
B2

2p

which expresses at time t = 0, | B° > and \ B > as a function of the physical
states | B\t2 >• As we know how the physical states behave as a function of time,
the time evolution of the B° and B states are simply given by:

B\t) > = I
Zp

B\t) > = 2qI Vf
Let us now replace | B\t2 > {the physical states at t = 0) in these last equations
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with the help of formula (3.3). One obtains thus

(3-8)

with
(3.9a)

/±(0 = J

which are the wanted expressions, namely formula (3.8) and (3.9a) from the text.
Sometime this last formula is also written in the following forms:

/_(<) = i ewhere
A/i = n+ - fi- = 1Q
= AM- iAT/2
is a complex number but with a very small imaginary part as AT/AM < 1. As
already mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the widths (or the lifetimes) of the
heavy and light B° mesons are nearly equal, yielding Ap, ~ AM and

where this time, the arguments of the cosine and sine terms are real. These expressions are given in Section 3.3 [formula (3.10a) and (3.10b)].
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Appendix 3.B
Time dependence for case (3) in Section 3.5
Using the amplitude (3-24b),

and T}3 = 1, one obtains

By using now formulae (3.8) and (3.10), the last expression becomes
1 + cos(AMjtj +

AMdtd)]

at s

+ sm(AMsts) sin(AMdtd) x (1 - Re^) .

(3.25a)

To integrate this expression over ts we use the following integrals:
CO

/ e~r cos(xr + q)dr =

^ [cos9 - isinq]

(i

0
00

e~r sin(ir + q)dr =

^ [x cos 9 — sin ^] ,

(3.52)

/

0

yielding

R e ^d sin
r e~TdU 21++ 1 2 j (cos
( c o s AAMMd*d
sin AM<|t
A M ^d )) .
d i d - zx^
sRer/
21 i
[
1+ is
J
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(3.256)

Appendix 3.C

Formulae for pN interactions
As a simple exercice, let us derive equations (3.34a) to (3.34e). These expressions give the aj(l~l~) cross-sections (; = a...e) obtained from the following pairs
of beauty meson produced at t = 0:
R~ R° R°"R° -1. "R° R°
BR- BR°
d, B Ba, BsBd + BsBdy
The first two cases are simple. Let us, for example, consider the B~Bd production
at t = 0 described by the state vector \B~(t) > \B^(t) > yielding the amplitude

n =< r\B-(t) >< r\B°d(t) >

with T =< l~\B~ >< I \Bd >. The last term was obtained by using essentially
formula 3.8. By integrating the square of the above expression over t- and td one
obtains
ITI2
x2.

where pj represents the probability of producing a B} (or B}) meson. The B~B®
case is simply obtained by replacing the d symbol by the s one yielding,

Let us now consider the third case where the state vector is given by
I* >= \B.{t.) > \Bd(td) > +\Bs(t3 > \Bd(U) >

(3.24)

leading to the amplitude

A{rr) = r \Vsf-(ts)f+(td) +

Vdf+(ts)f.(td)]

using still equations 3.8. The integrations of |>l(/~/~)|2 over ts and td give now
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with rj3 = 1:
/,_,_•>

\T\

xs -^- x^^r xsx^-\- xsXdKerjd

fi9A.\

which, of course, should be symmetric in the xs and Xd parameters.
By using the state vector
| 4> > = | B{t),Pi

>| B{t),p2 > +Vc I B{t)iPl

>\ B(t),p2 >

(3.26)

(see the definitions in Section 3.5) one obtains the amplitude for the B\B& system

By integrating this expression over t\ and <2, one has the total cross-section:

As already explained above the term containing rjc can be cancelled as the number
of events with odd and even orbital momentum between the outgoing mesons axe
equal. One obtains then

By changing in this last expression d —* s, one has the cross-section oe related to
the B°B°S system.
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Fig. 3.1 - The box diagrams assumed to be responsible for the Bd -+ B$ mixing.
The left-handed graph indicates also the manner in which the CKM matrix elements are denned. If the outgoing quark at a qi&W vertex is a down (up) quark,
the matrix element is V* (Vij). Note that Q (q) denotes a heavy (light) quark.

Fig. 3.2 - The time dependence of the 5° and B° mesons when pure B° have
been produced at time t = 0. The curves (full lines) are calculated with i values
of 0.75 and 5.
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Fig. 3.3 - The various box diagrams which may contribute to the D° and B% 5
mixing. In each case the dependance of x and T on the quark masses and on A are
indicated.
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Fig. 3.4 - Comparison between the time-dependant decay distribution of the Bs
obtained with the B~ for the tagging process (full line) or with any beauty hadron
(dash in the figure). The value of 15 = 15 and TN/T- = 1 have been taken for
this example.
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Fig. 3.5 - The # = [N(l+l+) + N(rr)]/N(t+r)

ratio as a function of x. The

curves are obtained when the relative orbital momentum between the B and B is
even (/^v en ), odd (-R^j), or when the number of odd and even parial waves are
equal

4 - Generalities on CP violation in
the B decays

4.1 - Introduction
In the following we will discuss the comparison of B —* f with B —* f decay
in order to search for CP violation effects in the weak B meson decay. Here /
representing a given final state while P and C denote the parity and the charge
conjugate operators. We know from experiments that the parity is not conserved
in the weak decay. This means that, if CP is violated, the charge conjugate can
be conserved or violated. Our question now is how to learn from B decays the
validity or not of CP conservation in these processes.
The search for CP violation in the B decay, can be advantageous by using decay
channels which do not depend on the parity operation. Then the CP violation can
simply by tested by comparing the B —• / with its charged conjugated channel
B —* f. In fact the B —* f and B —• / transition rates will not be influenced by
the parity violation of the weak decays if the final state is a parity eigenstate.
As an example, let us consider the B decaying into two particles. Only one
relative orbital momentum will then appear in the final state if the outgoing particles are spinless or if only one of them has a spin value different from zero. This
leads to a parity eigenvalue of the final state. For instance, the B+ —* / + (or
B° -+ / ) could be compared with its charge conjugated states if, for instance,
one uses / + = D°K+yD+D°',... (or / = JH>K*,*+*-, if*0,...).
In contrast,
such an operation will not be applicable to the decay of B% —* J/tpK*°,D*+D*~
where the spin of the outgoing particle will allow even and odd orbital momentum
between the outgoing particle (and hence even and odd parity contribution in the
final state).
The detection of, or the possibility of setting limits on, CP violation is certainly
one of the key reasons for collecting large BB data samples. In the framework of
the standard model, the CP violation in the B and B decay will arise because of
the complex CKM matrix elements. Therefore, any process where only \VX}\ terms
enter in the decay mechanism cannot be sensitive to these effects, in contrast to
processes containing products of CKM elements with at least one complex element.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the product will be of the form ^ V ^ V ^ - V ^ , which
could lead to a difference between B —> / and B —• / as V,, *-* V*- when the
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B —• / amplitude is transformed to describe the charged conjugated B -* f process
(hereafter we always assume that the final state is a parity eigenstate apart from
some specified exceptions). This means that the search for CP violation can only
be applied when interference phenomena contribute to the decay process. We will
see below that essentially either of the following methods or both can contribute
to interferences:
— difference in the modulus of the decay amplitudes, namely

|</|B>|*|<7|S>I,
— mixing influence in the B\

decay.

Thus, by choosing specific B decays having a definite parity eigenvalue in the
final state, the CP violation effects can be searched for by detecting differences in
the partial decay rates of B —* f and B —* f. One defines the time-dependent
A{t) and the time-integrated A asymmetry parameters by

u

=

T(B(t) -» /) - T(B(t) -> / )

r(B(*)-/) + r(B(o-»/)
T(B-,f)-T(B_^f)
r{B)+f)
+ r{Bf)

For example, T(B(t) -* f) = | < f\B{t)
(argument t), while

,4

K

K

1}

";

> | 2 denotes the time-dependent rate

T(B -> /) = j T(B(t)
is the integrated decay rate (partial decay width). Non-vanishing values for A(t)
or A will, in principle, demonstrate the existence of CP violation in the B decay.
The interference arising from the amplitudes will be considered in some detail
in Sections 4.2. In Section 4.3 we will examine the influence of the mixing, while
the formalism will be described in Section 4.4. Expressions of the asymmetry
parameters will then be given (Section 4.5) as well as some approaches about the
measurement of CP violation parameters (Section 4.6). In Section 4.7 another
possibility for measuring one of the CP violation parameters will be discussed.
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4.2 - CP violation due to decay amplitudes
Let us consider the simplest CP violation effect occurring through the decay
amplitudes, namely when

|</|£?>| ± |</|B>|.

(4.3)

Let us recall that the above amplitudes represent those appearing at the production
time t = 0. In the most general case one can always write 1
<f\B>=

E^-JIfye*'

(4.4)

where each term in the sum represents a mechanism (shown by a graph in the
example given by Fig. 4.1) contributing to the B —* f decay. Here gj are the weak
decay parameters containing products of CKM matrices involved in the considered
graph, Mj are real quantities depending on each graph, and 8j are phases due to
final state interactions (strong or electromagnetic interactions). Under the transformation < f \ B > —> < f \ B > the g} becomes complex conjugate2, while the
phases due to final state interactions remain the same. Indeed, final state interactions among outgoing particles are not changed when all the outgoing particles
are transformed into their antiparticles. One has then:
<7\B>='Ljg*Mjet^ .

(4.5)

If the same combination of CKM matrice elements enters into each term of the
sum given by formula (4.4) [or (4.5)], they can be factorized out and

The same equality could, of course, also occur if only real CKM elements enter in
formula (4.4) and (4.5). If this were not the case, CP violation could occur, as the
transition rates might be different.
To simplify our discussion, let us consider an example where only two graphs
contribute essentially to the B —* f and B —» / amplitudes. One has then
< / | B > = giMje'* 1 + g2M2exBi

< 7 | £ > = siMie'"51 + g'2M2exS* .
A simple calculation with formula (4.2) then gives the asymmetry parameter:
4Im(gig 2 ) sin(<5i - 62) M\M2
2

" 2 | <?i | M\ + 2 | g2 | 2 Ml + 4Re(5i<72) cos(fc - S2) MXM2 '

K

' '

We notice again that we obtain our previous result, namely that for the same
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set of CKM matrix elements for each graph (pi = gi) or with only real CKM
elements, one has A = 0. Clearly, A ^ 0 when in addition to the fact that g\gi has
a non-vanishing imaginary part one also has 6\ ^ &i. This last point is a crucial
condition for searching CP violation effects in the case discussed here. The choice of
investigating specific decay channels is difficult, as any estimate of the importance
of final state interactions suffers from large uncertainties (model dependance).
a) C P violation in t h e 5 ± d e c a y s
A CP violation effect in the B ± -+ / * decay can only occur through the decay
amplitudes, as mixing does not influence the B± decays. Examples are shown in
Fig. 4.2 as well as in Table 4.1. Let us now take the examples B~ -> D*°D~ and
° , yielding

+

\B~> = YZVaA! + V*bVudA2

where we used now A} = Mje%S}. Formula (4.6) becomes now

n(ft - 6%)
(

|

2

~ | B~ >| + |< D*°D+ | B+ >|

)

2

The CP violation parameter is given by lm(Vct,V*dVui,V£d). As seen in Chapter 2,
the absolute value of this quantity is independant of the CKM matrix elements in
the framework of the standard model with three generations. This means that the
CP violation effect due to the inequality of the amplitude modulus is identical for
all the B± channels (as well as for B°). The measurement of the asymmetry parameters, however, will not be identical, as they will depend on the Mj parameters
and on the final state interactions. One has also to note that in the case of two
different decay mechanisms, one of them very often gives a small contribution to
the decay process (in, for instance, the examples indicated in Fig. 4.2) leading thus
to interference effects wich will be small with respect to the background. Therefore, it would be rather worthwile to use decay channels where the two graphs
contributing to the decay mechanism have a similar order of magnitude.
Note that the time dependance T(B + (t) -» / + ) and T(B~{t) -» / " ) will
not be very useful as they have nearly the same exponential behavior, a situation
different for CP violation in the B° decay where mixing contributes to the decay
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Table 4.1 - Example of B, B decays where no tagging is necessary and where CP
violation effects could only arise from the decay amplitudes. BR(tot) represents
the measurements or rough estimates of the branching ratio leading to the final
state indicated. Here we consider only charged particles in the final state.
Decay channel

z>° -

Final state

K+*-

B+ -* Jfxf>K+
J/i> -* t*+n~
B+ -

B°d -

BR(tot)
~10~ 4

PK+

~ 4 10~5
A- + 7r+;r-

-10-7
~ 2 10"4

K+K-*+*-

~ 3 10"5

J/^T0

T° - K-T+
B° -» D;*+

~10~ 4

B° - D°T°
T° - . A-7T+

processes (see Section 4.3). In the case discussed here the time behavior is determined by the B lifetime that is identical to its charged conjugated particle B.
Therefore, CP violation will be searched by measuring the A parameter [rather
than A(t)\.
b) CP violation in the B° decays
The CP violation due to the decay amplitudes can also occur for B° decays.
The observation of such effects is more delicate because of the mixing processes
(see Section 4.3). There are, however, B° decays where the observation of the final
state identifies the type of the parent B meson. This happens when f ^ f can only
be produced by the B° (B ) decay and not from the B (B°) one. In such cases,
difference between the B° and the B decays could only be due to the influence
of the decay amplitudes. Table 4.1 gives some examples where specific B° decays
allow one to identify the parent meson. However, in the standard model with three
generations, no CP violation effects (or only negligible ones) are expected for the
B° examples given in Table 4.1 (see also the discussion in Section 5.1 about the
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contribution of penguin diagrams when a J/ip appear in the final state).
c) M e a s u r e m e n t informations
Let us now assume that a difference between the B+ —* / + and B~ —* f~
decay widths ( F + and T~, respectively) has been observed. Information about the
complex part of some CKM matrix elements could then be attempted. Let us now
represent the amplitudes by
< / - | B~ > = Aie^e16* + A2el**eih
< / " | B~ > = y i i e - * V f c +

(4.8)

A2e-X*3et6i

for a two-graph contribution to the decay mechanism. The A} now contain the Mj
term and the modulus of the V,; elements. The complex part of the CKM matrix
elements is represented by the 4>j phases. One then obtains
r~ = A\ + A\ + 2AiA2 cos(<f>w + 4>F)
r + = A\ + A\ + 2AiA2 cos{-(f>w

(4.9)

using <f>w = <f>i — <i>2 and <j>p = 61 — 62- Models allow one to have estimates of A\
and A2 using the known estimates of the modulus of the CKM matrix elements
entering in the decay channels considered3. This leads to estimates of
c+ = cos{<f>w + 4>F)
c- =
yielding
c+ + c_ = 2 cos 4>w cos <f>p
c+ — c_ = 2 sin 4>w sin <f>p .
One then has a twofold ambiguity for sin2 <f>w given by
. 2A
1 - c + c_ ± ^ ( 1 - c\) (1 - <?_)
2
sin <f>w =
^~2
•

.
(4.10)

When only one complex CKM matrix element contributes to the considered decay
process, one can obtain from the last equation some information about its weak
phase 3 . The discussed method is, however, very uncertain as the estimate will
depend on the models used to evaluate Aip. Furthermore, the precision of the
sin2 <t>w estimate will strongly depend on the phases due to final state interactions.
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4.3 - Mixing and CP violation
It was recognized some years ago4"5 that if the B° and the B mesons are able
to decay into the same final state / (and hence necessarily into / ) , CP violation
could be observed as a result of the interplay between mixing and decay amplitudes.
Thus the final state / (or J ) can be reached directly from the B° or B decay or
through a B° «-+ B mixing with a subsequent decay (see the sketch presented
in Fig. 4.3 and the example shown in Fig. 4.4). It is the interference between
the different routes which can lead to CP violation effects in the framework of the
standard model.
Two cases can be considered: namely where / is self-conjugate, / = / (as for
instance rpKa, DD, D*~D*) and where / ^ / (see the example shown in Figs. 4.4).
Let us first consider the simple case / = / , which is usually expected to be the
most important for CP violation effects.
a) Case where / = /
The routes leading to the production of the / state are shown in Fig. 4.3a,
which also indicate the meson produced at time t = 0 and responsible for the
tagging procedure. Clearly, the observation of the final state does not give any
information about the production at t = 0. The knowledge about the type of
beauty quark (b orfc)contained in the associated beauty hadron produced at t = 0
could indicate if the production of a B° or B was responsible of the observed /
state. This could, in principle, be obtained by observing the lepton charge (/*) in
semileptonic decay of the associated beauty hadron (tagging procedure) produced
in the event (fc —• l~X and 6 —» l*X). In practice, however, the semileptonic decay
occurs at a time t ^ 0. Therefore, in a similar fashon to the discussion we had in
the measurement of the mixing process (Chapter 3), mixing has also to be taken
into account for the B°,B —* IX decays.
To simplify the present discussion, let us consider only B± or the beauty
baryons (where no mixing is present) for tagging. Then, the decay of B~,Nb —>
l~X or B+,~Nb —• l+X allows one the identification of the neutral B at birth (B°
or B ) . Let us remember that no CP violation is expected in the semileptonic
decays, which should essentially occur through the tree diagram where the lighter
quark will not participate in the decay mechanism (only jV^I and |V u j| will then
contribute to the decay).
A measured assymmetry parameter (A m ) can then be obtained by comparing
the number of events [N(l+f] having l+fX in their final state with the number of
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I'fX

events [N(l~f)\. A CP violation effect will then be observed if

In Chapter 5 we will describe the formalism needed to take into account the production of the various type of beauty-hadron pairs in pN interactions.
b) Case where / ^ J
As discussed above, the search for CP violation can be made by comparing the
decays of

/with B°-.J or
7 with £ ° - » / .
The tagging procedure with the f? , will correspond to the comparison of the
following number of events (see Fig, 4.3b):
N(rf)
N{rJ)

with AT(/+7) or
with W(/+/) .

(4.12a)
(4.126)

The two methods are similar but not really equal (see next section). Also here,
the search for the CP violation effect will be efficient if the two decay ways to the
/ or / state (Fig. 4.3b) have comparable magnitude.

4.4 - Formalism for the neutral B decays
Let us now express the transition rates of the B° —* f and o —» / decays
assuming a tagging that allows one to compare the l~fX and the l+fX number of
events in a given experiment. Here we also implicitely assume that the tagging is
only applied with B* mesons (or beauty baryons), the more complicated situation
being discussed in Chapter 5. The expressions for A{i) and A will be obtained by
evaluating
T{B°(t)^

/ ) = | < / | B°(t)>\2
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(4.13)

In the present notation, Am represents the measured asymmetry parameter while
A [and A(t)] denotes the expected value. Using expressions (3.8), namely

I*°W>- /+(*)
1 B°(«) >=/-ft)
»?

>+»// -ft)|3°>
| J 3 ° : >+/H-ft) 1 5° >

(3.8)

from which we obtain
< / | £°(t) > = /+(*) < f \ B ° > + , / _ ( * )

<f\Ba>

We write these expressions as

< / | B°(t) > = < / | B° > (U(t)

<7|B°(0> *<713°>(/+(<)
using
1 .< /

A=
- *7 c /
4

(4.14)

*7

The time-dependent rates are then obtained from formula (4.13) giving
T(B°(t) - /) = |7f(|/ + (0| 2 + |A|2|/-(<) | 2 +2Re[A/_(*)/;(<)]) (4.15a)
«) - /) = \T\2(\f+(t)\2 + |A | 2 |/_(0| 2 + 2Re[A/_(0/;(0l) (4-156)
where 71 =< / | £ > and T =< J I JB >. The approximations of T\ ~ T2 (see
formulae 3.10) leading to
-Tt

\f±\2~—(I

± cos AMt)
.e -n

then give the transition rates:
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T(B°(t) -» /) = | T | 2 ^ - ( 1 + cos AM<+

(4.16a)

+|A| 2 (l-cosAMi)-2ImA sin AM*)
f) = | T | 2 - y ( l + cos AMt+

(4.166)

+ |A|2(1 - cos AMt) - 21mA sin AMt) .
From the above formulae one sees that A(t) ^ 0 can arise from the CP violation
due to the decay amplitudes, |T| ^ \T\, or from the fact that A ^ A. Note that in
the latter case an eventual CP violation effect in the B° *-> B mixing could also
influence CP violation in the B° decay. This is because rj enters in the definition
of A and A [equations (4.14)]. The time integration of (4.16) yields

T(B° - / ) = ITf JL(1 + a + |A|2(1 - a) - 2xaImA)

(4.17a)

T(B° -> / ) = l ^ | 2 ^ ( l + « + l*| 2 0 " a) - 2xaImA)

(4.176)

from which we obtain A. Here a = 1/(1 + x 2 ) where x = AM/T is the mixing
parameter of the considered B° meson (xj or x, for the B\ or B®, respectively).
Once T, T, A and A are estimate one can evaluate A(t) and A. The expresions
given above for estimating N(l~f) and N(l+f) can also be used for the N(l~f)
and N(l+f) cases simply by replacing / (/) by / (/). By using formula (4.14), one
sees that this would correspond to the transformation of A —+ I/A and A —+ I/A.
Let us now express the asymmetry parameters for some specific decay processes.
Further comments
In the formulae (4.15) and (4.16), the parts due to the semileptonic decay were
not included in the T and T expressions. This is because the decay of the B±
and the B° (or B ) in an event are independent of each other in the considered
examples. The constants introduced by the time integration of the B* decays
have, therefore, no importance in the expressions of A(t) and A.

4.5 - The asymmetry parameters in some simple cases
In the following we express the CP asymmetry parameters in some simple
cases6. As above, we assume that the event tagging is made with the semileptonic
decay of charged B mesons or beauty baryons.
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1) No CP violation in the amplitudes
This assumption means that one has

as both BQ and B are decaying into / and / . Formulae (4.16) and (4.17) then
lead to

(

(|A|2 - |A|2) (1 - cos AMt) - 2 sin AM* Im(A - A)
' ~ 2 + |Ap + |A|2 + (2 - |A|2) - |A|2) cos AMt - 2 sin AMt Im(A + A)

and
=

(l-fl)([A|2-|A|2)-2xaIm(A-A)
«'• Va) + ( l - a ) ( | A | 2 + |A| 2 )-2xaIm(A + A)

K

'

'

still using a = 1/(1 + i 2 ) .
2) And no CP violation in the mixing process
In addition to the absence of CP violation in the amplitude we also assume that
there is no CP violation in the mixing process (I77I2 = 1). Then one has

(4.19)

yielding

A(t) —

-sinAMUm(A-A)
1 + cos AMt -)- |A|2(1 - cos AMt) - Bin AMt Im(A + A)
A=

-x!m(A - A)
2 + x 2 (l + |A| 2 )-sIm(A + A) "

V

"

3) And weak phases due only to the CKM matrix elements
If we now use the conditions of the former cases and assume in addition that the
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phases in the amplitudes are entirely given by the GKM matrix elements, one has
the relations

< / | B° > =< 11 B° >*
<f\B°>=<f\B°>*
from which one obtains A = A*. The conditions

(4.21)

now lead to

A(t) =

- 2 sin AM* ImA
l+cosAM*+|A| 2 (1-cosAMt)
A=

-2x

ImA

2-f

(4.22)

4) Case where in addition / = /
The fact that / is selfconjugate means that the state vectors obey the relation
| / > = ± | / >. Let us show that in this case one has |A| = |Aj = 1 and also
A = A* by still assuming that there is no CP violation in the amplitudes and
that |»7|2 = 1. Defining <p as being the phase of TJ and <p\ {^2), the phase of the
< f \B° > (<J\B
>) amplitude, one has

<f\B°>

=

B° >\
B° >|

One then obtains
A = eiv

<

<f\B°>
<

J_

7I

< / | B° >

B
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yielding
(4.23)

The time-dependent rates take now a very simple form, i.e.
T(B°{t) -* / ) = |< / | B° >| 2 e - n ( l - ImA sii

(4.24)

r(B°(<) - f) = |< / | B° >|2 e" r t (l + ImA sin AM*) .
The asymmetry parameters are again given by:
(4.25a)

A(t) = -sinAM* ImA
x

(4.256)

5) Case where / = / , \v\2 = 1, and | < f\B > \ ^ \ < f\B >
To calculate the A(t) asymmetry parameter, we will use again the \B°(t) >
and \B (t) > expressions given by formula (3.8) and using for simplicity:
(3.10a)

cos

(3.106)
Let us remember that M = (Mi + Mi)(I is the average mass of the heavy and
light B° mass. With these formulae one obtains the transition rates

r(B°(t)

r

' [cos2 ( ^ i

+ |A|2sinJ

- ImA sin AM*]

cos2

+|A|2sin 2

- ImA sinAMt] .

Here the same term \ < f \ B° > \2 was taken out from the right part of the above
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expressions. The asymmetry parameter now becomes
(1 - |A|2) cos Ami - 2Im A sin AMt

with a cos AMt term appearing in the numerator of the A(t) expression. Clearly,
(4.26) becomes equivalent to (4.25a) if |A|2 = 1.
Additional comments
The case 4 (where / = / ) corresponding to the asymmetry parameters given by
formula (4.25) is usually used for the discussion about the search for CP violation
effects (as the CP violation parameter is expected to be important in that case).
Equation (4.25b) cannot be used easily for the B® decay as the mixing parameter
is expected to be large (xg/xj > 15, Section 3.4). This will reduce the asymmetry
parameter \A9\ for the B® decays as

The measurement of
Aa(ta) = — sinAM a *j ImA = — sinx,r a ImA
could then be more powerful, although strong oscillations require the measurement
of the time T, (given here in Z?° lifetime units) with good precision.

4.6 - Measurement of the CP violation parameter
Let us again consider the case 4 of the previous section, namely when / = / ,
\r)\ = 1, | < f\B > | = | < f\B > | and when the imaginary part of the amplitudes
are assumed to come only from the CKM matrix elements. As seen in Section 4.5,
the asymmetry parameters will then depend only on one parameter ImA obtained
from the relation
2

For the present discussion, we utilize the standard model with three generations
and the Wolfenstein approximation of the CKM matrix. In this approach only the
Vtd and V^fc elements will be complex (Chapter 2), and hence responsible for the
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possible CP violation effect. In order to represent the complexity of these elements
we show in Fig. 4.5 one of the unitar triangles discussed in Chapter 2 [equation
(2.18b)], where both V^b and Vtd appear namely,

k + v*YZ + vtdvt; = o .
The fa angles appearing in this figure are then related to the CKM matrix elements
by
Arg [VcdV;bVtdVtl]

=* *

Arg \yUKWV2} *> fa
Arg [VudV:bVcdV^] =* fa .
To verify the validity of this approach, one could, for instance, measure the sides
of this triangle or the relative angles #1,2,3 shown in Fig. 4.5. The first method
would be complicated from the experimental point of view, as one would have
difficulties of determining with accuracy (today) the modulus of the V^j and Vtd
elements. The measurements of #1,2,3 will be simpler as they are related directly
to ImA obtained from the measurements of the asymmetry parameters A{t) and
A.
Let us now show the relation between A and the fa angles shown in Fig. 4.5
using formula (4.27). The coefficient rj is due to the B° mixing (77^ for B\ *-* Bd
and rj$ for B® <-• J3a) and is given by (see Chapter 3)

From equation (4.28a), one sees that for any B% decay where no other complex Vij
element contributes to this process, one obtain fa by measuring the CP violation
parameter ImA = sin2#i [see equation (4.27) and Fig. 4.5]. At the quark level,
the following decays
b -* c+cd
c+cs
c+us
c+ud

(4.29)

with their c.c, lead to the measurement of fa assuming that the spectator (tree)
model is predominant7 (no penguin contributions).
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One has to emphasize that processes of this kind at the quark level and appearing in the B, decay will give real values of A as ?7, ~ 1 (for instance, the
B*,T?a -» D+Dj,J/<fn)> reactions). No CP violation effects should then be observed in the framework of the standard model assuming, in addition, that no
difference appears in the decay amplitudes. Other cases of Ba decay may lead to
CP violation effects (for instance when b—> uW). Clearly, the B,,BS decay have
to be investigated in order to see if our present approach concerning CP violation
effects in B decay is really the right one.
There are some typical decay channels proposed for measuring the <t>i- They
are ' :
6 7

- B°t -> p°K°a

=» ImA = sin 2^3

- B%-+*+*-

=• ImA = sin

as shown in Fig. 4.5. In the last case, one does not measure directly fa. However,
with the unitar triangle assumption one has fa = v — <j>\ — fa. Discussions about
other decay channels allowing one to measure ^1-3 can be found in reference 7.
Before presenting in the next section another method for measuring fa, let us add
some comments about decay of B° channels where the final states are not CP
eigenstates.
Let us consider the cases where the states are charge conjugate ( / = / ) but
not parity eigenstates. As already noted above, this can occur when a mixture of
partial waves with different orbital momentum might be present in the final state
due to the spins of outgoing particles. For example, this could happen for the
B° -+ J/ifiK*°,^K°*,D*+D—
decays (where K*° - A'° + pions in such a way
that / = / ) . To clarify our present discussion, let us first consider a final state
having a CP eigenstate with an even or odd CP eigenvalue (+1 or -1). In this case,
one could also write the J9°, B —» / decay widths in the following forms

T(B° - / ) = TOP [1 - «],

T(B° - / ) = TCP [1 + «] .

(4.30)

The CP violation parameter A can then be written with the help of formulae (4.2)
and (4.25b),
X

A = -t = -

9

ImA .

(4.31)

The form of equation (4.30) is evident. Without tagging the final / state obtained
from B° —> / and B —* f processes will have a decay width of 2Tcp, which, as
expected, cannot depend of CP violation effects.
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If the final / state will have an even (odd) CP eigenvalue, we will denote this
decay by •£$.,£+ - • / (££,#!!. -* / ) . Then the decay widths can be expressed in
the following ways:

T(B°+ - /) = r+(l + e) ,

T(B°+ - /) = r + ( l - «)

Here again T(B%. —> / ) +. T(B± —» / ) will not depend on a CP violation influence,
as no tagging is present. Moreover, the asymmetry parameter is now reduced, as
by calculating the asymmetry parameter A one obtains that

ImA -» I m A ^ f ^ ± .

(4.32)

Cuts on the angular distributions of the outgoing particles could allow one to
separate the events having even and odd CP eigenvalues. Then both samples could
be fitted simultanously to obtain ImA using, however, opposite signs for JmX in
the two samples.

4.7 - Further measurement possibilities for fo
The measurement of <fo with the £ ° —• p°K® channel will be difficult as its
branching ratio with charged particles in the final states is expected to be small
(~ 10~ 6 ). Moreover, the detection efficiency of this reaction is further decreaed by
detecting the semileptonic decay of the associated beauty hadron for the tagging
procedure, as the branching ratio of the semileptonic decay is BR(B —* fiX, eX) ~
0.12.
A new method for measuring ^3 was proposed8 with self-tagging channels. It
was suggested that the B± -* D 0 / ^ , ! ) if* decay be measured as well as the
B± -> D\aK±.
Here D\ [D\) is the CP even (odd) state of the charmed neutral
mesons. For example, the decay of charmed mesons into ir+Tr~,K+K~, etc., will
identify D\, whereas the K°p°,K°<j> etc., will indicate the £§ . The flavor of the
B± is tagged by K± {B± - • ^X),
while the D° or D° are identified by the
+
D° —* K~X or D —» K X processes (one implicitely assumes that there is no
CP violation in the D° fD° decay).
B

+

As an example we present in Fig. 4.6 the spectator diagrams contributing to the
-» D°(D°)K+ decay. One spectator diagram contributes to the B+ -» D°K+,
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in contrast to the B+ —> vK+ channel. The two diagrams in the last case have,
however, the same set of OKM matrix elements (no interferences will then appear
between these two graphs). Therefore, the independent decay widths for describing
the B± -• LPQf^yDijK*
are then:
T{B+ -* D°K+) = T(B~ -* TfK~)

(4.33a)

= T(B~ -• D°K~)

(4.336)

).

(4.33c)

Let us now use the above relations in order to express the amplitudes corresponding
to B± -» D ^ t f * . »•«•

D°K+) ± A(B+ -• D°K+)] (4.34a)
~ -• D°lt2K-) = — [A(5- -»TfK~) ± A(B~ -> D0K~)] (4.346)
\2

in a simple form (the notation being self-explanatory). Remember, that because of
equations (4.33a) and (4.33.b), one has the following relations between the modulus
of the amplitudes:

\A(B+ - 25V+)| = \A(B~ - D°K-)\ =
» D°K+)\ = |A(S- - 2J°Ji:-)| = |A2
For simplicity, let us consider now the D\ production. Relations (4.34) then become
A(B+ -» D\K+) = -i= [|Ai \eiSl + |A 2 |e* I e*]
~*

1

'~ v^ L

2C

(4.35a)
J

taking the Wolfenstein parametrization where only K,j is complex in the diagrams
shown in Fig. 4.6. Here also 61,2 represents the phases introduced by the final state
interactions. The formula (4.34) with D\ is represented in Fig. 4.7 showing the
two-fold ambiguity of 2^3, the angle between the A(B+ -* D°K+) and A(B~ —•
D K~) amplitudes. One of the two solutions shown in the figure coressponds to
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whereas the second one is due to the difference A = 82 — £1 between the
phases of the final state interactions. Mathematically, this ambiguity can be seen
by taking the modulus of expressions (4.35). One then has
2|Ai| \A2\ cos(cf>, - A)]

By measuring the various decay widths one obtains estimates of
c_ = cos(^>3 — A) and

c+ = cos(<fo + A)

indicating the two-fold ambiguity of ^3 and A, as ^3 •-• A do not change c T .
The ambiguity can be resolved by choosing several reactions B± —* D° (D )X±
where X± = K±, K^0, K±^TT~
etc,. One could then find a solution where the
weak phase is common to all the processes, while the phase due to the final state
interactions will be different in each channel.
In this chapter, we have mainly discussed the possibilities for searching CP
violation effects in the B± and 5 ° , B decays. For the last cases we consider
the tagging procedure with semileptonic decays of B± (or beauty baryons). In
practice, the tagging is somewhat more complicated, as no attempt is usually made
to reconstruct the associated beauty hadrons. Only the charge of the lepton due to
the semileptonic decay of the beauty hadrons is identified. One has, therefore, to
also take into account the tagging due to the B^3,BdiS decays. These important
features for the case of pN interactions will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Fig. 4.1 - Graphs contributing to the B$ —*• D+D~ decay. Under each diagram
the corresponding set of CKM matrix elements entering in the decay is indicated.
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Fig. 4.2 - Examples of charged B decays which may proceed via two decay decay
mechanisms involving different sets of CKM matrix elements.
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obtained from the B~ decay. The two-fold ambiguity of ^3 is shown due to the
unknown relative positions of the two triangles.

5 - B production in pN interactions

5.1 - Introduction
At large c m . energies (y/s > 1 TeV), the pp interactions are expected to
have large c(bb) cross-sections and hence large production rates of beauty hadrons
(see the comments given in Chapter 1). We will therefore discuss in more detail
the ^-physics that can be studied with the help of pp interactions. In particular,
we will examine the problems related to the search for CP violation in the B°
decay. Before doing this, let us note some difficulties addtional to those due to
the production of different type of beauty-hadron pairs produced in pp (or pN)
collisions (see Chapter 3).
In pp interactions the B and B are not obliged to be produced in equal amounts,
in contrast to the pp (or e + e~) interactions. Therefore, the comparison of the B —•
/ with B —• / decay searching for CP violation through a measured asymmetry
parameter, as for instance,

_ N(lf) - N(l-J)
(see Chapter 4) may have some complications. Indeed, Am ^ 0 would not necessarily prove the existence of CP violation effects. Let us now discuss this difficulty.
a) Beauty hadrons and their c.c. production
In the case where B and B are produced in equal amounts in hadron-hadron
interactions, the relative production rates of the various types of beauty hadrons
are assumed to be given by the relative production rates of the extracted sea quarks
able to form with b (or 6) the beauty hadrons. As already discussed in Chapter 3,
this is usually represented at large c m . energies ( v ^ > 1 TeV) by 1
bu : bd : bs : bqq = pu : p& : ps : p n
~ 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.10 .

(5.2)

Let us recall that the p^ values, obtained from Monte Carlo calculations, are the
probabilities of producing given beauty hadrons (pu + Pd + Ps + Pn = 1)- The same
probabilities will be given for the charge conjugate (c.c) beauty hadrons as the
pair production qq = uu, dd, ss leads to the same number of q} and q~j•.
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For real pN interactions, however, the combinations of produced b or b with
valence quarks contained in the beam particles change the equality of B and B
production 2 . This can happen when a b quark combines with a u or d quark to
form a B+ or a B% meson, thus increasing these meson productions, or when the
b forms a beauty baryon with a di-quark system contained in a beam particle (see
Fig. 5.1). The additional bqq production decreases the number of B = bq events.
One then has the following tendencies due to the b and b combinations with the
valence quarks 3 :
6g combination =*• N(bu)
N{bd)
N(bs)
bqq combination =>• N(bu)
N(bd)
N(bs)

increases
increases
decreases
decreases
decreases
decreases

(5-3)

(5.4)

(N denoting the number of beauty-hadrons produced in a given experiment). One
notes that both effects increase the difference between the Bu>ti and BUtd production. For pp interactions one expects that

i

m>

N(bqq) > N{bqq) .

(5.56)

In pn interactions, the total number of u and d quarks entering in beam-particle
interactions are equal, leading to N(bu)/N(bu) = N(bd)/N(bd) in addition to
(5.5b). One should also have:

(5 6a)

'

while an equal difference between B® and Bs should appear in pp and pn interactions. The above expressions are only indications, as no phase space was taken
into account and only combinations of b and 6 with valence quarks have been
considered.
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Table 5.1 - Examples of some B decays having a J/rp —* fi+fi and charged
partigles only in the final state. The total branching ratio BR(tot) is calculated
with the branching ratios of the B mesons (BR) and BR(J/if> —» /x+M~) = 0.06.
Channel

BR
+
£ + -> J/r}>K
7.7 10"4
3
B\ -> .7/V-.fi" (892) 1.3 10"
0.67
K* -• K+*5 10~3
B° - JIM
<f> -> K+K~
0.49

BR(tot)

Final state

5

4.6 10~
7.8 10"5
1.5 10"4

From the above remarks, it follows that the N(B)/N(B) ratios that may have
an influence on the search for CP violation in the B decay have to be measured.
This can be done by using decay channels where CP violation effects are not
expected. Channels with J/ip in the final state will be particularly convenient as
J/ip —• /+/" is planned to be used for the triggering process in several experiments
studying pN interactions4. Table 5.1 indicates some reactions that can be used
to measure the N(B)/N(B) ratios. In the first two cases, each reaction can be
compared with its charge conjugate one by identifying the outgoing K*-. For these
channels the tree diagrams are expected to contribute mainly to the decay processes
(Fig. 5.2). In fact, penguin diagrams contribute also to the decay mechanism (small
contribution) as one has in the b —* ccs process two charge conjugate quarks (see
Fig. 5.2). By using one of the unitar properties of the CKM matrix (J2 VjsVjb= 0)>
one sees easily that the essential contribution du to the penguin diagrams has the
same CKM matrix elements {VcsV*b) appearing in the tree diagram6. This fact
avoids CP violation effects as no difference between the modulus of the two B and
B decay amplitudes can occur. One obtains from the measurement of these decay
rates the N{B+)IN{B~) and N(Bod)/N(BOd) ratios at the cm. energy considered.
For the same reasons no CP violation effect should appear in the B®,B3 —*
J/ifr<t> decay. As the final state / = J/ip<j> is self-conjugate, the comparison of B®
and B3 production can only be made between the tagged N(l+f) and N(l~f)
events, or with the Am parameter.
b) Advantages of unequal B and B production?
The unequal B/B in the pN production could also lead to some advantages2.
Let us consider the B% —* f and Bd —> / decay with / = / . The time-dependent
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rates can be written by formula (4.24) if the tagging is made with the B±, namely

dN(BJ -> / ) ^

^ c_rd . _ n

sinxjrj

(5 7fl)

with n = ImA. As usual, T«J is the meson decay time in lifetime units and expressed
in the meson rest frame while x«j is the mixing parameter of the B\ or B& meson.
Without any tagging procedure, the time-dependence of the decay producing the
/ state is given by:

[l-An
(5.86)
Q

Thus, the unequal amount of B% and Bd production can introduce an oscillation
despite the fact that no tagging is applied and if \n\ > 0.
As the tagging procedure is not needed for the present case, one could eventually consider pp interactions with large luminosities (at the LHC, the maximal
predicted luminosity is L ~ 1034 cm~ 2 s~ 1 , although the luminosity for the study of
beauty physics is usually considered to be L ~ 1033 c m " ^ " 1 ) . Clearly, a detailed
investigation has to be carried out in order to estimate the detection efficiency for
events which may have a charged multiplicity larger than in the usual pp collisions.
In addition, the luminosity L = 10 34 cm~ 2 s~ 1 , for instance, would correspond to
~ 109 interactions per second, leading to experimental difficulties. Note also that
it would be very useful to study the possibility of increasing A by eventual cuts on
the emission angle and/or the momentum of the outgoing Bd,Bd mesons3.

5.2 - Time dependence of the 5° decay
In order to avoid the problems related to unequal amounts of B and B production, one could also study the time-dependence of the B% —* f or/and Bd—*f
decay taking into account the tagging procedure. A time oscillation dependence
will prove the existence of CP violation effects and is, in fact, not sensitive to the
unequal amounts of B and B production (see below). Let us now estimate the
oscillation dependence of the B% (Bd) decay when these mesons are produced in
pN interactions.
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Similarly as for the studying of mixing (Section 3.5), we consider the Bd —* f
decay and the tagging with the semileptonic decay of the associated beauty baryon
produced in the same event. Here, however, the situation will be different. The
experimental reconstruction of the daughter / state will not sign the type of the
parent meson as, both B%,Bd mesons are able to decay into the / (or 7) state.
This leads to a more tedious though straightforward calculation.
For an example of the calculation let us again consider the l~fX final state.
The beauty-hadron pairs produced at time t = 0 and responsible for the final state
considered are:

(1) B-Bj
(2) NbB»
(3) B J B J and B%lfd (coherent mixture)

(4) BJSJ.
For the general cases, the double-differential time expressions have been derived
in Appendix 5.A. Let us here consider case 4 of Section 4.6. The final state is
self-conjugate (/ = / ) , there is no CP violation in the mixing procedure (\rj\2 = 1)
and in the decay amplitudes (| < f\B° > | = | < f\B > |), assuming, in addition,
that the complex part of the decay amplitudes is only due to the CKM matrix
elements. Remember that this is equivalent to (4.23), i.e.

leading to the following expressions6'7 (see Appendix 5.A)

- |j f e-( r -*-+r*) [1 - n sin AMdtd]
= |Tfe-<r*1»+r*-> [1 - n sin AMdtd)
tsdtd

.

(5.9a)
(5.9b)

n (sin(AAf,<, + AMdtd)+

4- n sin AM,*, cos AMdtd x (1 - Re^) + - sin AMat9)]
4- n sin AM A. ens AMAi
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v (\ — RPTJJ^ 4-

(5.9c)

_n

( s i n AMd{h

± t2)]

{59d)

using again T =< l~X \ B >< f \ B\ > and V =< l~X \ Nb >< f \ B$ >. The
CP violation parameter is represented again by n = ImA = sin 2<f> and where <f> can
be one of the three values predicted by the standard model with three generations.
The derivation of these formulae are given in Appendix 5.A which also gives an
estimate for 6.
The integration of these distributions over the decay time of the beauty hadron
used for tagging purposes2 gives the required distributions (Appendix 5.A).

_

n

(5.10a)

siQXdTd]

drd

?£rf^(Xa
-j-11
flT-rf

= J=i-e- Td [1
lj

*(xd

COSXdTd Rend

+

COS^TJ

± sin z rf r d )l .

{5A0c)

(5.10rf)

1 + ij

With the same notation of Chapter 3, F_, r<f>4 and IV are the the decay widths of
the B~,Bds and N^, respectively. The mixing of the Bj3 meson is given by xd<s
whereas rd = td/Td. For estimates of the distributions due to formula (5.10), one
can consider, as above, that the amplitudes are nearly equal and that

In Chapter 3, we already mentioned that the term with the ± sign in the time distribution, corresponding to the charge-conjugation value ±1 of the B\Bd system,
vanishes for c m . energies well above the BB threshold production. The observed
da(l~ f)I'drd distribution will then be obtained by adding, incoherently, the equations (5.10a) to (5.10d), each of them being weighted by the production values
of the quarks considered, for instance, from the probabilities given by expression
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(5.2). With these values, one obtains that

A

n

d*j(l-f)

is not very sensitive to the variation of pi to within a few percent. As an example 2 ,
we consider the distribution obtained for the / + / case with n = 0.25, xj = 0.72
and xa = 8 (Ref. 2). Assuming that the various I\ widths are nearly equal (c = 1),
one obtains the distribution of Fig. 5.3 taken from Ref. 2, the \T\2 e~T/TiTd being
factorized out using |T| = \T'\. This distribution was calculated with Reifo a
1. This approximation is not very important as the oscillation introduced by
formula (5.10c) is here nrgligible. For comparison we also present in Fig. 5.3 the
distribution obtained by tagging only B+. One sees that this distribution has a
larger oscillation amplitude than in the general case.
In the absence of CP violation in the decay amplitude (\T\ = \T\), the formulae
(5.10) can also be used for the / + / case by simply changing n —* — n. Both time
distributions obtained from the / " / and 1+ f could be fitted simultanously taking
into account the opposite n signs. Unequal amounts of B and B production will
not really affect the oscillation behavior of d<x{l^f)/dTd but only introduce a small
difference in the number of events contributing to the do(l~ f) j dr^ and d<r(l+ fl/dr^
distributions. Note also that formula (5.10c) is not very sensitive to the B® mixing
parameter, as one expects a large xs value. The situation will be different for
the B® decay, as 5 +-» d [(5.10c) will then become sensitive to the mixing but not
One has to emphasize that the time-dependence measurement will not be simple. Small oscillations (small frequencies) will certainly require important statistics
of events (the B% case where i<f ~ 0.7) while large oscillations (Bg with xs > 10)
will also need time measurements with acceptable accuracies. Nevertheless, CP
violation parameters for J5j could, practically, only be measured with the timedependence distribution (see the comments in Section 4.5).

5.3 - The integrated cross-sections
If the relative amount of B and B production in pp (or pN) is known or if these
differences are negligible, a comparison between the, eventual corrected, a{l~fX)
and a(l+fX) cross-section could also be used to search for CP violation effects. By
integrating the distributions2 given by (6.11), one obtains the following expressions
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for the cross-sections8 containing the weighting pi pj factors:

= ( P± + *£) pi \T\2 [l - n ^ ^ J

(5.11a)

= Pd Pd \T\2 [l - nn ( 1 + Z ^ 2 ) 2 ]

(5.11c)

[remember that c = r^/I 1 ,-, |T| = |7"|, while the I\ are here included into |!T|2].
The total a(l~f) cross-section will then be obtained by adding incoherently
the above expressions. Assuming still that there is no CP violation in the decay
amplitudes (|r| = |T|), formulae (5.11a) to (5.11c) can be applied to the / + /
case by transforming n —* —n. Then, with the £[<7j(/~/) ± a,(/ + /)] expressions
obtained from (5.11), the asymmetry parameter (5.1) becomes

1 + x2

taking ReT;^ ~ 1. The term in front of the bracket in (5.12b) represents the
asymmetry obtained by using only B± (or/and Nb, Nt) for the tagging procedure
[equation (4.25b)] which we will denote here by A±. The expression inside the
bracket of (5.12b) that we symbolize by D' has a value of D' < 1. This D' factor i6
often called a dilution factor of the asymmetry parameter (as \A\ < \A±\) due to
the mixing phenomenon. This definition is perhaps not the best one as it is difficult
to condemn the mixing process. Without mixing (xd,a — 0)? o n e w ^ necessarily
have in the standard model A = 0, with or without CP violation effects:
Remarks about asymmetry measurements
The fact that \A±\ > \A\ does not necessarily mean that it would be more
efficient to search for CP violation in the B° decay by tagging only B* decays
(for simplicity we do not consider here the N\, and iVj, case). This can be seen as
follows.
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Using the probabilities pj given by (5.2), X& = 0.7 and xs — 15, one obtains
from formulae (4.25b) and (5.12) that
A t ~ 0.46 sin 2^ and

A ~ 0.36 sin 2<£

(5.13)

now replacing n by sin 2^. The number of events, N = N{l~f) + N{l+f), needed
to measure an asymmetry parameter A = [N(l~f) - N(t+f)]/N with na standard
deviations is given by

For measuring the asymmetry parameters A± and A with the same number of
standard deviations for a given sin 2<i> value one would, therefore, need the following
ratio of pp —> bbX events
N±{bb) _ 1 l-A2±
N(bb) ~ p± I-A2

_ ^ _ ^ 1 5 1 -[0-46sin 2<j>}2
A\~
' 1 - [0.36 sin 2<f>}2

with the chosen pj values given by formula (5.2) and the expression (5.12a). Here
N±(bb) and 7V(66) are the number of 66 events tagged with semileptonic decay of
i?* or by any beauty hadron decay, respectively. This means that in the present
example, one would have

(5.15)

even if one assumes that the B^ reconstruction efficiency in an experiment will be
~ 100 %. Therefore, the decrease of the oscillation (example of Fig. 5.3) does no
decrease the quality of the A measurement with respect to that of A± for a given
experiment.

5.4 - Mistagging effects
Let us now discuss some dilution effects which decrease the experimental value
of the asymmetry parameter and render more difficult the observation of CP violation phenomena. Let us consider the effects due to the mistagging of the leptons
used for the tagging procedure. Error in the identification of the leptons will decrease the measured asymmmetry parameter Am given by equation (5.1). This can
occur in the following cases:
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A) the cascade process, b —* c—+/+(6—• c —* / ) where the / has the opposite
charge to that of the b -> / - (6 -* /+) decay (Fig. 5.4),
i?) the /'s coming from other decaying particles (K, n, for example),
C) the punchthrough in the detector (charge and leptons wrongly identified).
Mistagging of e± and /x* will certainly be different for cases B and C, as they
depend essentially on the detector used in a given experiment. Note also that all
cases usually contribute equally to the misidentification of / + and /" in the final
state (apart from some specific experiments that we will not discuss here).
Assuming that the correct (wrong) number of events is represented by N±
(N±), the measured asymmetry will be given by
Am -

jf

,

(5.16)

Nt representing the total number of true and wrong tagged events. The real A
value, described by formula (5.12a), and the fraction of wrong tagging (to) are here
defined by
Nj-Nj

=NH-

N™
(

" N*. + NL ~ N% + NO!
Nt

a)

•

Nt

One then obtains that the measured asymmetry parameter is given by Am =
.4(1 — 2w). The D" = 1 — 2w is a real dilution effect, as the misstagging of
the leptons decrease the A parameter. Moreover, detected / * / samples contain
always a fraction of background events (Ni>ack), together with the events due to
the considered decays (Naig). Therefore a further decrease in the A parameter by
D'" = Natg/(N3ig + N(,ack) will occur. Finally, the measured asymmetry can be
expressed by
Am = A x D" x D1" = A (1 - 2w)

Nat
hr

[r

(5.18)

where one can also represent the A parameter by separating some of the mixing
influence namely, A = A± x D'. In any case the D'" could be obtained easily from
the data of a given experiment. Further corrections can also be included in order
to describe the real values of the observed Am. Let us now discuss the possibilities
of measuring w.
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5.5 - Measurement of w
In order to estimate w, one can compare B± —* / * or B\ —+ / with Bd —*
f when CP violation should not occur in the decay. For the B%,Bj decay one
considers cases where / # / and where the final state signs the parent type (B
or B). Then the measurement in an experiment of the number of events having
these kinds of decays [-/Vm(/±)> Nm(f) and Nm(f)] allows one to estimate the
expected number of events having the final states / * , / or / in addition to the
tagging lepton [ # ( / * / * ) , N(l~f) and N(l+J)]. A difference between the N(lf)
estimates and the observed number of events [Nm(lf)] allows an estimate of the
dilution parameter w for the cases A to C. Let us discuss this in more details.
a) The B± -» / * decay
Let us first consider the B+ —» / + decays. The events having I~f+X in the
final state will be produced by the following beauty hadron pairs appearing at the
production time (t = 0):
(1) B~B+
(2) NbB+
(3) B°dB+
(4) B
Then the relations between the expected number of I~f+X
the observed ones [Nm(f+)] will be given by10

x\p±+Pd

events [N(l~/+)]

0d+Ps 0s + ££] ,

and

(5.19)

e

where BR(B —» 1~X) represents the B semileptonic branching ratio taking into
account that BR{B -* l~X) ^ BR{Nb -» l~X)/t. Note that 0dt3 [see formula
(3.14)] is defined by

(5.20)

is introduced as Bd>s —* B%s does not contribute to the / fX final state. The
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measured number of events Nm(l~f+)

thus allows us to obtain

The same type of evaluation could also be obtained with the l+f~X final state.
In fact, larger statistics could be obtained by taking the B+ —* / + and B~ -» / "
decays, yielding

n

•

(5 22)

-

The B± -+ J/ipK* channels, already proposed for studying the N(B+)/N{B~)
ratio in pN interactions (Section 5.1), can also be used for measuring to. If B+
and B~ are not produced in equal amounts corrections have to be applied.
b) The B%-*f

process

At high cm. energy (y/s > 1 Tev), the identification of K* is usually not
simple from the experimental point of view. However, the second channel given in
Table 5.1, B\ —* J/ipK*,K* —• K+ir~ with its c.c, can also be used to estimate
w. The additional constraint that the effective mass of the Kr system has to be
equal to the K* mass will facilitate the identification of the B% and B& mesons.
But we have to take into account the coherence of the mixing processes when a
pair of neutral beauty mesons is produced. The l~ fX final state could now be
produced by the following pairs of beauty hadrons (produced at t = 0):

(1) B-Bl
(2) NbB°d .
(3) T?sBl and B*1?d (coherent mixture)
(4) B°dB°d
For these cases the production rates (Py) can be calculated with the wave functions
describing the decay processes7 without CP violation effects, and leading to9
Pi oc BR{B -» IX) p±pd

(5.23a)

Pi a BR(B -» IX) ^-pd

(5.236)

P3 oc BR(B - IX) [1 +
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\

PA « BR(B
(Appendix 5.B). The factor 1/2 in formulae (5.23c) and (5.23d) allows one to
have P3,4 oc BR(B -+ lX)p9tiPd if z«i, a;» -» 0. One also notices here that the
contribution of (5.23c) will be negligible with respect to the other cases. Similarly
to the previous case, we obtain

Nm(f)

assuming again that the decay amplitudes are identical in the four cases. By
measuring the Nm(f) and Nm(f) as well as Nm(l~f) and Nm(l+f) one gets a
formula similar to (5.22) but where f+—*f
and / " —• / .

5.6 - Some comparison with T(nS) -• BB
The production of f?jj 3 mesons through the e + e~ —• T(nS) -* B°B processes
(n = 4,5) lead to different complications for searching CP violation effects. This is
due to the fact that only a pair of B°B can be produced. The
da(l~f)/(dtidt2)
and the da(l~f)/dti
distributions are given by formulae (5.9d) and (5.10d) expressed here in the forms:

Vcsin(xdrd))] .

(5.256)

The total integrated cros-section becomes now
]

(5-26)

For the T(4^) —+ B^Bd decay the charge conjugate parameter has the value of
r}c = — 1 (as the relative orbital momentum between the two mesons is / = 1).
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Therefore, <r{l~f) as well as <r(l+f)t obtained by transforming n —• —n, cannot
depend on the CP violation parameter n. One then always has an asymmetry
parameter A = 0, whether or not CP violation effects are present. Expressions
(5.25a) and (5.25b) show, however, that the decay-time distributions are sensitive
to the CP violation parameter.
Therefore, the search for CP violation in the B%, B& decays requires the measurement of the decay-time distributions. In the case of e + e~ colliders where the
incident e* momentum are identical, the momentum of the produced B mesons in
tth laboratory system is small (~ 600 MeV/c). The decay times of the mesons are
then not measurable. Asymmetry colliders were then considered in order to have
large B momentum in the laboratory system and enable measurement of the decay
time11.
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Appendix 5.A
Formulas for the Bd decay
As an exercise, let us derive the time dependences of the / " / state when / = /
appears from the Bd or Bd decays. As considered in Chapters 3 and 4, this can
occur from the following pairs of beauty hadrons produced at time t — 0 in pp
interactions,

(1) B'Bl
(2) NbB°d
(3) T?aB°d and B°ifd (coherent mixture)
Let us now consider the time dependence of the Bd in the various cases.
Cases (1) and (2)
These cases have already been studied in Chapter 3. The initial vector state
describing case (1) is
\4> > = \B~{t-) > \B°d(td) >

(3.22)

where t_ (td) correspond to the proper time of the B~ (Bd) state in its rest frame.
The amplitude then becomes

A(rf) =< l~f | <f> >=< rX\B~{t-)

> < f\B°d(td) > .

Using formula (3.8), one obtains the expressions

=< l-X\B-{t.) >[<f]B°>
f+(td)+ <f
+
=< rX\B~{t-) ><f\B°> [f (td) + \f-(td))
where \ = rjd<f\Bd>l<j\B^>
[formula (4.13)]. From this amplitude one
obtains the time-differential cross-sections

^
-dtj

=

e

2

[ j + ,A|

+

^

AMdtd

(1

, A , ] _ 2ImA s i n

[

Using the usual conditions for the final state / = / (see case 4 in Section 4.6) one
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has |A| = 1. The time dependence can then be expressed by

where T =< I X\B X f\B% > corresponds to formulae (5.9a). As stated in
the text, point 2 has the same formula but with the transformation of F_ —• IV
and T —> T' as the < l~X\B~ > part of the amplitude might be different from the
< l~X\Nb > one (see the discussion in Chapters 3 and 4).
Case 3
The initial state vector is now given by
>= \Ba(t3) > \Bd{td) > +\B,(ta > \Bd(td)

(3.24)

Still using the equations of (3.8), one gets successively

< r\B°a

) < f\B°d(td)

r\B°s

f\B°s

T
Tjd

with T =< l~X\B >< f\B° > and ija = 1. One thus obtains the double differential cross-section

\f-(ts)f-(td)
dtadtd

Vd

f-(ts)U(td)

f+(ta)U(td)\
+ U(ta)f.(td)

+2Re

Denoting the three terms in the brackets of the above equation by 7i_3 and using
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the approximations (3.10), one obtains
Ti = | "

" * (1 - cos AMata){\ - cos AMdtd) + (1 + cos AM9ta)
x (1 + cos AMdtd) - sinAMgta sin AMdtd) 2Rej?J

yielding

r1 = |

1 + cos(AM5<a + AMdtd)+
+ 8in{AMsta)sin(AMdtd) (1 - &e»?«0 •

By a similar calculation one obtains for the second term:

|

[

,i a + AMdtd)

- s\n(AMats)sm(AMdtd) (1 - Re>?d)
A straightforward calculation gives for the third term
2Im \[s\n{AMdtd+ sm(AMdtd)sin(AMata) (1 — Reifa)] —ReA ImridsinAMata
Adding the three terms one gets the final expression for the double differential
cross-section

= lILe-OVKV') | i + | A p +

(1

_ |A|2/cos(AM,t3 + AMdtd)+

sinAMata s'mAjtd x (1 — Rer/j)} — 2ImA( sin(AMsta + AMdtd)+
/
\
— sin AMsta cos AMdtd (1 — Kerjd) 1 + ReA I m ^ sin AMata
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The integration of the last expression over ta gives
d*3

\T\\22 _Td r
I«

ImA .
1 + Xjj

which is equattion (5.10c) where 6 == ReA
Case 4
Let us now consider the B\B& system which can be described by a state vector
depending on the charge conjugate of the system »?c = ± 1 ,

=| B(ti) >| B(t2) > +Vc I B(h) >\ B(t2 >

(3.26)

labelled by their desintegration time £1,2 in their proper rest frame. In the same
way as in case 3, one gets an amplitude for the / " / final state
Let us now consider the B°B
in Section 3.5, i.e.

case. To this end we use the amplitudes given

A(rf) = T[f.(ti)f.(t2) + r)c

and we will still assume that \T\ = \T\. It is easy to see that the time-dependence
of \A(l+f)\2 and | J 4 ( / ~ 7 ) | 2 | will be identical except that A is replaced in the second
case by A. For the / + / final state, for instance, one obtains the following double
differential cross-section
d<x(l~f)

2

,fl

2

+2Re

If, as above, we define the three terms by 7i_3 and use formula (3.10) we find
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easily that

1

" 2

= |" r(<1+h) [l + cos AM{h ± <2)]
where the ± sign coresponds to T}C = ± 1 . The same kind of calculation gives for
the second and third term
T2 = |A| 2 -

'

* [ l - c o s A M t i cosAM<2 + »7c sinAAf<i si

and
e-r(<i+<3).

2Re[t'A(sinAm<2

= -2-

sinAM(/i±< 2 )ImA

One thus obtains the differential cross-section

- cos AM(<i ± /2)1 - 21mA x sin
The |A| = 1 condition and the integration over the t\ variable gives the t&
distribution, i.e., formula (5.10d)

(xd cos(AMdtd) ± si
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Appendix 5.B
Formulas for the B$ -* Jf^K* decay
As an additional exercise, let us show how the formulae (5.23) have been estimated. The expression of (5.23a) is evident, the production rate P\ is proportionnal
to the semileptonic branching ratio and to the pipj weigthing factor. The only difference appearing in (5,23b) is the t factor as the total width of beauty baryons
and B meson are different. Let us now consider the two other cases where mixing
has to be taken into account.
Formula (5.23c) for the B°1?d + T?SB% case
For the considered Bj -» J/xl>K*° with A'*0 -» K+ + ..., the final state can
only come from the Bd, hence A = 0. The double-differential time distribution
found in the previous Appendix becomes with A = 0 to:

.i. + r*, f j +
[

+ sin AM3ta ein AMdtd) x (1 This leads to the single differential expression of

"x>
A further integration over td gives the expression for the cross-section,
n(rn-

|r|2

This is the expression used for the production rate but normalized in such a way
that if x3 = xd — 0, one has a formula similar to (5.23a).
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p(uud)

N(bu)\

Bq

bqq

N(bs)X

_ N(bs) X

p(uud)

Fig. 5.1 - The possible bqq and bq combinations of the produced b and 6 with
the valence quarks in pp interactions. The tendencies of the production of beauty
mesons are also indicated, N denoting a number of events. The numbers shown in
the figure give the color values of the produced quarks.

Formula (5.23d) for B$lfd case
The double-differential cross-section is given by (Appendix 5.A)

U

LL

2

+ |A|2[1 - cos AM(ti + T)ct2)] - 21mA x sin AM(h + f?c)]
With A = 0, the integration over t\ gives
d"

\T?

-TA Ti . cosAMrf^

smAMdt2

The integration over t2 gives the cross-section,
4+

Taking into account that the number of events with relative even or odd orbital
momentum between the outgoing mesons are equal, one finally obtains

With the same normalization as before, one obtains expression (5.23c).
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W
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.]•

u

u,c,t

K,K*,<|>
u,d,s

penguin

Fig. 5.2 - Diagrams contributing to the B+ -> J/tpK+,B% -> J/ipK*° and
B°a -* Jj^4> decays.
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n -0^5
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Xd-0.72
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0.4
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1

1

1

6

8

T in lifetime units

Fig. 5.S - The time-dependent decay distribution obtained from the decays into
' / (^S>2Q —» / ) for the general case (dashed line) or by tagging only with B+
mesons (full line), the exponential part has been factorized out (taken from Ref. 2).

K-.K0

Fig. 5.4 - In the production of a 66 pair, the charge of the leptons appearing in
the semileptonic decay of the 6 or c quarks (or their c.c. ones) are indicated. One
also show the charge of the K mesons resulting from the 6 —» c —• s (or it c.c.)
process.

6 - The beauty baryon

6.1 - Production and decays
a) Production rates
In this chapter we consider the beauty baryons, including their decay properties as well as their production in pN interactions. The decay can be studied
efficiently in reactions where the beauty baryon production is significant. For instance, B-factories at c m . energies around y/s cz 10 GeV cannot be used for
study ding these features, as their y/s are below the threshold corresponding to
beauty baryon production, or just above if y/s can be somewhat increased. In
contrast, pp interactions at the LHC project (y/s ~ 14 TeV) are expected to have
a large beauty baryon cross-section (see below).
Table 6.1 presents various beauty baryons that could be produced in pN interactions, the charge conjugate (c.c.) ones not being indicated. Excited states
are also not shown. Therefore, all the baryons have a spin of S = l / 2 , apart from
the bbb state having S=3/2. The masses of these particles are those used in the
PYTHIA Monte Carlo program 1 except for the measured Aj mass 2 . We use the
following notation: the baryon with isospin 7 = 1 will be denoted by E, whereas E
will be taken for baryons having / = 1/2. For I = 0, we use A unless each quark
forming a baryon has / = 0, in which case the notation will be ft. The subscripts
of £, E, A, and Cl indicate the number and the type of the heavy quarks (Q = b, c)
contained in the considered baryon (as above, the light quarks will be denoted
by q = u,d, s). Note that the baryons containing only one heavy quark will be
represented by TVj = bqiq2 or Nc = cq\q% (and by Ni,Nc for their c.c. states).
The production rates of beauty baryons in pN interactions at y/s > 2 TeV
are not really known today. Estimates of the cross-section a (69192) for a given TVj
state can be made from the ratio <r(bq\q2)/cr(bb) calculated, from various models.
As used previously, a(bb) represents the pp —• bbX cross-section at the c m . energy
considered. For example, the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program allows the obtaining
of the above ratios for baryons having only one heavy quark Q = 6, c. Then using a
model dependent value of cr(bb), one gets estimates of beauty baryon cross-sections.
With a(bb) ~ 300 fib, which is the order of magnitude considered for y/s ~ 14 TeV,
one obtains the following estimates for the N}, and N\, production cross-sections in
pp interactions with the help of the Monte Carlo calculation3:
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Table 6.1 - Various beauty baryons (Nb) using the notation explained above. The
charge and the quarks forming the baryons are also given. The mass values are
those of the model used in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program 1 , apart from the
mass of the A&, which has been measured2.
Quarks Charge

Mass
(GeV)

bud

0

5.64

buu

.+1
0
' -1

5.80
»

bsd

0
-1

5.84
»

bcu

+1

bed

0

7.01
»

bbu
bbd

0
-1

10.42
»

bss

-1

6.12

bes

0

7.19

ft&2c

bec

+1

8.31

ft2i

bbs

2

fl2fcc

bbc

0

10.60
11.71

n 3i

bbb

-1

15.11

Afr
Si

bdu
bdd

=-b

Hfcc
H26

bsu

»

er(A6) ~ 24.0 /xb , a(Ab) ~ 23.2 fib
a(E t ) ~ 4.0 fib , a(Zb) ~ 3.8 ^
a(Eb) ~ 3.3 fib ,

(6.1)

a(Eb) ~ 3.2 fib

0.03 fib , a{Tib) ~ 0.03 fib .

The difference between the Nb and Nb production rates appears as the combination
of the b (b) quark with the valence quarks contained in the beam particles has
been taken into account1 and yielding (?(Nb) > a(Nb). The difference values given
above can only be considered as indications. The various cross-sections have to
be measured. This could be done easily when pN interactions at large 1/5 will be
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available, as no mixing and tagging have to be considered in the beauty-baryon
decays.
Estimates of the a(bcq) cross-sections are based on the fact that the velocites
of the bound b, c and q quarks have to be (nearly) equal in a choosen frame. This
means that the momentum of the light quark will be negligible with respect to the
momenta of the 6 or c quark. The kinematics as well as the QCD interactions in
the final state will thus depend essentially on the be system. Therefore a rough
estimate of a(bcq) could be written as 4
a{bcq) ~ a(Be) G x rj9 ,

(6.2)

(Bc = 6c) where G = 1/2 is a color factor comparing the beq color singlet with the
be one 5 . The estimate of r)q is obtained from the probability of producing a given
q quark. To this end one can, for instance, consider
bu : bd : bs : bqq = 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.10 ,

(3.30)

already used for y/s ~ 14 TeV (Chapter 4). Within the present approximation,
this gives
bcu : bed : bes = r)u : rjd : T)3 = 0.42 : 0.42 : 0.16 .

An estimate of the pp —* BCX cross-section at yfs ~ 14 TeV is <r{Bc) ~ 39 nb
(Ref. 6). By taking into account both Bc and Bc production according to reference 6, one has the estimate of <r(Bc or B c ) zt 60 nb. Using this last value and
formula (6.2), one obtains the following estimates at y/s a 14 TeV:
a(3bc) ~ 1-3 10~2 fib
<r(«6c) ~ 5 10" 3 fib .

(6.3c)
(6.36)

For beauty baryons having two 6 quarks or three heavy quarks one can use the
following limits 4 :
a(bbq) < cr(66)

"in

where a i n ~ 60 mb (Ref. 7) is the expected inelastic pp cross-section at y/s = 14
TeV (let us recall that crjn is the total cross-section minus the elastic and the
diffractive ones). The upper limit in the above formula is due to the fact that one
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Table 6.2 - Examples for the 1/2 —» 1/2 + 0 spin configuration. The branching
ratios BR(A -> pz~) = 0.64 and BR(K° -* TT+TT") = 0.69 are not indicated.
Channel

BR

~10"3
~ 3.7 10"2
A6-AD°
~ 2 10"4
~ 3.7 10"2
Afc —» A + 7T~
~ 2 10"1
A+ — pK+ir- ~ 3.2 10"2
2
A+ -* P#° ~ 1.6 IO"
Eg - » A£>°
~ 2 IO"2
D° - K-X+ ~3.7 10"2
z; - E-D° ~10" 3
E" -» Ax~1
~3.7 IO"2
E6--.E0,~ 2 10"J
E? - E-7T+ ~5.8 10"3
E " - • ATT~1
A6 -> AD°

BR{tot)

Final state

~ 2 10"5

pK-T+x-

~ 5 10"6

pK+ir-*-

~ 6 10"3
-IO"3
~ 5 10~4

pK+ir+ir-

pK-x+n-

~ 2 10"5 pK~ir+ir~ir~

~ 7 10~4 pir+ir~ir~n~

Table 6.3 - Examples for the 1/2 —» 1/2 + 1 spin configuration with
BR(J/y -• fi+fx-) = 0.06.
Channel

BR

BR(tot)

~ 2 10"2
E? - AJ/¥ ~10" 3
Eò- - E" J/9 ~ 2 10"2
"ET —* ATT~
~1
n; -n-j/v ~ 2 IO"2
0.68
n - -» AA'n6- - E - J / ¥ ~ 2 IO"2
~1
E" — ATT"
A6 -» A J / *
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Final state

~ 8 10"4 pir-fi+fi~ 4 10"5 px-fi+H~ 8 10"4 P%~TT~fi+fl~
~ 5 10~4 pK~W~ß+fl~
~ 8 10~4 pit~ ir~ /i + fi~

does not take into account the probability that the produced bQiQ2 quarks will
form a baryon.

b) Decay processes
In the following we consider beauty hadrons containing only one heavy quark
(b or c) and decaying into two particles, namely

Nb-*Y + M

(and their charge conjugate reactions) where Y = A,E, ft represents the hyperons.
Here the meson M could have a spin of 0 or 1 corresponding to the following spin
configurations:
1/2-+1/2 + 0 ,

1/2-» 1/2 + 1 .

(6.4)

The spin value S=l for the meson M = J/^> is of particular interest as the leptons coming from the J/xp —» l+l~ can be used for the triggering process in pp
collisions3. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 indicate some beauty-baryon decays having the spin
configurations given by (6.4). The examples shown in these tables have final states
with only charged particles that could be detected easily.
For the decays described by Table 6.2 and 6.3, we will discuss the parameters
sensitive to CP violation effects in the beauty-baryon decay. Because of the spin
of the particles appearing in the decay processes, the final state will not be a
parity eigenstate. This is because of the various (L) waves due to different orbital
momenta (/) between the daughter particles, namely
1/2-» 1/2 + 0

=>

L = S,P

1/2-1/2 + 1

=>

L=

(6.5)

S1/2,P1/2,P3/2,D3/2,

the indices in the last equation indicating the sum of the spins of the outgoing
meson and baryon. The methods of searching for CP violation effects in the beautybaryon decays, different from the B decay cases, will be discussed in some detail
here below.
Another aspect related to the production process consists in observing the
polarization of the beauty baryon produced. Knowledge of the polarization will
allow the measuring of decay parameters sensitive to CP violation effects (see
below). Let us remember that in the pN —• Nt,(Ni,)X interactions, the polarization
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of JVj (or Nf,) in its rest frame can only be along n, the normal to the production
plane (see Fig. 6.1). This plane is defined here by the momenta of the incident
proton (pine) and the outgoing Nb or Nb ( j w ) produced in the laboratory (or in
the cm.) system, i.e. n = pinc x pOui/\Pinc x Pout]- In the following we will consider
the knowledge of the polarization measurement as an attempt to have a better
understanding of the production process, in addition to the usefulness of searching
CP violation effects.

6.2 - The Nb decaying into two particles with S = l / 2 , 0
a) Introduction
The cases that we consider are similar to the A —• pit and E —• Ar studied
about 30 years ago. The decay processes have been described in detail8. In the
following we will recall some of these features in order to examine the interests of
studying beauty baryon decays.
The weak decay in the cases under consideration will be described by S and P
waves (corresponding to relative orbital momenta of 1*0,1) respectively, between
the outgoing particles). The partial waves for the decay of a given A/j or (its CP)
state can be written as8'9:

S = - £ Sk exp i(6sk - <f>sk)

S = £ 5 * exp i{6§ + 4),
k

(6.6)

k

P = £ Ph exp i{6[ + 4i) ,

T = £ Pk exp i(S[ - 4)

Jb

(6-7) ,

k

where 8k' correspond to the phases due to final-state interaction while <f>k' are
the weak decay phases. Here a bar sign appearing on any quantity denotes that it is
related to the Nb decay. The sum is given on the various isospin transitions between
the initial (Ii) and final (If) state. The indice k indicates, however, the isospin
value of the final state. For the decay channels discussed here the sommation will
be at most over two terms. Note that in the present approach, the CP violation
effects in the weak decay could only occur from the weak phases <f>k' . One has
also to note that the relations between the 4>k' and the CKM matrix elements are
not evident, as they are model dependent10.
The partial decay widths of the Nb (T) and Nb (V) baryons are given by
(6.8)
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From formulae (6.6) and (6.7), one sees that in the case of CP violation (<f>S'P ^
0, x) in the Nh, Nh decay, the width inequality T ^ T could only occur when more
than one isospin transition leads to final states with a non unique isospin value8'9.
In the beauty-baryon examples given in Table 6.2, the S and P waves in each case
have the same If value. Therefore, one will always have A = (r — F)/(r + T) — 0
whether or not CP violation is present9 (a situation similar to the E —+ AJT decay).
Decay parameters have then to be used to search for CP violation effects in the
beauty baryon decays.
In the general case, one has (Appendix 6.A)
(6.9)

[SiSjS(*? - sfH4f - *f) + PiPA&i - sf)<4f - i
f + pf) + E * , [SiSASf - sfyyf - 4$) + PiPAS? - &f)*4f - *f)]
(where here s = sin, c = cos). The numerator in the last equation depends only
on sines terms and will, therefore, also lead to A = 0 in the absence of final-state
interactions (£ •' = 0). If A can be different from zero for some specific decay
channels, the relative production rates of TVj, and Ni in the considered pN collisions
have to be measured before interpreting any observed A value.
Because of the difficulties introduced by the isospin transitions for the measurements of A, let us now consider the decay (or correlation) parameters that can
be used to search for CP violation effects. They were in fact utilized for studying
the hyperon decays and could also be utilized fo the beauty baryon decay. The
correlation or decay parameters between the S and P waves are defined by8*9:

(6 10a)

'

2Im (S*P)

(a 2 + 01 + 7 2 = 1). Similar relations are obtained for the TVj parameters, a, /?,7
using the above relations with S —• S and P —* P. In the absence of CP violation
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in the Nb,Nt, decays, the weak phases <f>f'P vanish. Then by using formulae (6.6),
(6.7) and (6.10), one will have

(6.11)

In reality, the search for CP violation effects with the decay parameters has been
applied by testing the non-zero values of the following ratios:
A

Ta + Ta
Ta -Ta

a +a
a —a

Re (S*P + S P)
Re (<7* P — X*"P\
Im

p

T0 - 1 7 ?

Ta-Ta~

( *7* P -X- CJ p\

Im (S*P-TP)

a-a

Re (S*P -

(6.12a)
(6.126)
(6.12c)

An eventual unequal amount of A^ and Nf, production has no importance here, as
one compares decay parameters and not Nb with Ni events. With the formulae
given in Appendix 6.A, one obtains for the general cases the following expressions
of the A, B and B' parameters:

~ E,,, SjPj ma{Sf - 6?) rin(ff - tf)
Zij Sycosis?-6?)
cosy?-*?)
E,,j SjPj cosjSf - 6?) rin(tf - 4f
B_iPj s i n ( ^ - Sf) cos(4,f - tf

(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)

The B parameter tests (in principle) the time reversal invariance related to the
Nf^Ni decays (see below) that should be equivalent to CP invariance (CPT rule).
For simplicity, we assumed in the B' equation that the differences of Sj — Si and
4>j — 4>i are small, allowing an approximation of the cosine of these difference by
1. The parameter B' does not depend then on the phases due to the final-state
interactions, an important advantage in searching for CP violation effects. For
a given CP violation effect one notes9 that \B\ ~> \A\ >• |A|, indicating that the
measurements of 0 and 0 might be very useful, although difficult (next paragraph).
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Table 6.4 - For the spin configuration 1/2 - • 1/2 + 0, the F, a, /? relations
between the 7V& and TVj decays for CP conservation or violation. In each case
final-state interactions (FSI) were assumed or neglected.
CP conservation
FSI
No FSI

CP violation
FSI
No FSI

r =f r = r

r ^f* r =r

a = —a

a = —a a ^ —a

a = — c?

0=-l

0,0=0 0 ± -0

0 = ~0

* With only one isospin transition, one has T = T (see text).
Note that for CP violation effects where the final state interactions (FSI) having
a small effect (£f, 6% -* 0) one obtains that A —» 0 and B —• oo yielding a = —a
and j3 = /3, respectively.
The relations between the various parameters are given in Table 6.4 for CP
conservation or violation in the beauty baryon decay. They are obtained by using
formulae (6.13) and (6.14). For each case we consider the presence of final-state
interactions or decay processes where the final state could be neglected.
Let us Tepeat that non-zero values of the 0 or ft parameters are related to
the violation of the time reversal (T) applied to the considered decay process (see
the next section), and hence to the CP violation (CPT rule). However, final-state
interactions can also lead to 0,0 ^ 0. Table 6.4 indicates the relations between 0
and 0 that could indicate the violation of time reversal.
Remarks about the A —> pn~ decay
Let us remember the expressions obtained for the A —• pn~ decays where
/ / = 3/2,1/2. Experimental evidence has shown that the decay transition with
If = 3/2 is much smaller than that having If = 1/2 in the final state (the ratio
is about 1/30). Using also the fact that \S\ > \P\, one can approximate formula
(6.9) by (see also Appendix 6A)

*! ~ _ 2 | - sin^f - Sf) «

A =

(6.16)

With these assumptions, one obtains the following approximations for the A ratios:
A =

(6.17a)

a —a
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{

]

(6.17c)
a

We see that here A, B, B' ^ 0 are due to interferences between the S and P waves
having both the same final isospin value, If = 1/2.

b) The a and /? measurements
The a and /? parameters indicated above for a given TVj -* f (and its c.c.)
channel are related to the polarization of N(, and that of the baryon (hyperon or
charmed baryon) appearing in the N}, decay. Before examining these features, let
us recall that in hadron hadron interactions the JVj polarization (in the A*j rest
frame) can only be along n, the normal to the production plane (Fig. 6.1).
For the present discussion let us consider the weak decay of A& —• AD° with
A —> pir~ although the estimated BR(Ai —> AD°) branching ratio given in Table 6.2 is rather small. In fact, any other decay channel given in this table could be
used for the present discussion. Nevertheless, for simplicity, we use the Aj —+ AD®
channel, which will be compared with the Aj —» AD one.
Similarly as with the study of the A —+ pit and E —* ATT decays8, let us
characterize the Aj —• AD° decay by the angular distribution of A in the Aj rest
frame by /(A) and use 7(p) for that of the proton distribution in the A rest frame
(coming from A —• p r " ) , hence
/(A) = 1 + o(Aj) P(A 6 ) A

(6.18a)

I(p) = 1 + or(A) P(A) p ,

(6.186)

where a(N) denotes here a decay parameter related to a given N decay channel into
two particles [see formula (6.10a)]. We recall that the polarization of Aj and A are
defined in their rest frame. The A (p) is the momentum direction (one unit) of the
A (p) in the Aj (A) rest frame. In the following we will often use 0 representing
the angle between the A and the polarization directions in the production c m .
system [P(Aj)A = P(Afc)cos0], as shown in Fig. 6.1. The probability of a given
configuration of the Aj and A decay per unit of solid angles cK7(A)/47r and rffi(p)/47r
could be given by:

/(A,p) = [l + o(Aj) P(Ab) A] x [l + «(A) P(A) p] ,

(6.19)

whereas the probability of observing the A polarization P(A) in its rest frame will
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be 8 :

J(A)P(A) = [a(A6) + P(Aj)A] A+/3(Ab)(P(Ab) x A)
+ 7(Afc) [A X (P(Afr) x A)] . (6.20)
Under time reversal, spin, polaxization, the A and the p directions, change sign.
Therefore, the left-handed side of equation (6.20) changes sign, whereas the same
feature can only occur on the right-hand side if /? = 0. Thus, time-reversal invariance in the beauty baryon decay requires /? = 0, although final-state interactions
can lead to 0 ^ 0, see formulae (6.10a) and (6.10b) and Table 6.4.
As is well known, formula (6.20) indicates that /?(Aj) and 7(Aj) can only be
measured if P(Aj) ^ 0. For simplicity, let us define the proton emission angle
(^1-3) from the A decay in its rest frame with respect to the coordinate system
shown in Fig. 6.1. One then has
p (A x (n x A))
cos 0i = —^
r-t|A x (n x A|
(ftxA)
cosg2 = P

(6.22)

cos 03 = p A ,

(6.23)

(6.21)

yielding the following angular distributions11 (see Appendix 6.B):
/(0 3 )ocl + a(Afc)<*(A)cos03
I(62) ocl - ^ P(A6)/?(A6)a(A) cos B2

(6-24)
(6.25)

I{BX) oc 1 - ^ P(Ai)7(Ab)a(A) cos 0, .

(6.26)

The experimental angular distributions corresponding to formula (6.24) allow one
to measure ar(Afc) with a method independent of the value and knowledge of P(Aj)
as, <*(A) = a(A —> p*~) = 0.64 is well known. In contrast, #(A&) and 7(A{,)
could only be measured if P(Aj,) ^ 0 is known. This polarization can be obtained
from the angular distribution of A in the Aj, rest frame [formula (6.18a)], once
a(Ab) is known. The measurement of /?(Aj) could then be carried out by using
the angular distribution given by formula (6.25). The validity of the time-reversal
(T) invariance of the Aj —* AD° decay could then be tested by comparing /?(Aj)
with f3(A~i) = 0. The various steps for measuring a(7V6), P(-/Vj) and /3(Nb) are
summarized in Fig. 6.2.
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Comments about the a parameter
Models have been used to describe the Aj -* A+TT~ and A^ -* Air+ decays 12 " 14 .
By using only spectator diagrams (factorizable contribution), it is predicted that
a(Ai), Q(A C ) ~ ± 1 [and a(A&),a(Ae) ~ =f 1]- No time reversal violation could then
be measured with 0 as P(Ab),(3(Ac) -* 0 (because of the relation a2 + 02 + 7 2 = 1).
The a(A+ —» ATT+) have been measured15 and found to be compatible with 1. In
any case, the decay parameters a and a have to be measured for the Nb and Nb
decay channels.

6.3 - The Nb decaying into two particles with S = l / 2 , 1
These cases will be somewhat more complicated because of the spin configuration 1/2 —• 1/2 + 1. However, here also, the contribution of only one isospin
transition between the initial and final state leads to the equality of the partial
widths of the considered Nb and 7fb decays ( r = F), yielding A = 0. The decay
channels given as examples in Table 6.3 will then all have A = 0. Also here one
has to consider other parameters which can be used to search for CP violation in
these decay channels.
The angular distribution of the hyperon or Nc (Nb —• Y + M, Nc 4- M) with
respect to the polarization direction of the Wj in its rest frame (angle ©) has a
form similar to formula (6.18a), namely13'16
7(0) oc 1 i a'(Nb)P(Nb) cos 0 .

(6.27)

The a' parameter depends on the various orbital momenta between J/ty and Y
and can be expressed by16
|2Re(5 r ,V Pin +

D;/2P3/2)\

~ TO 12 , | p 12 . i p 12 • i n
i2 '
P1/2T + K1/2T + K3/2T + \DZ/2\

{

The indices indicate the sum of the spins of the outgoing particles, namely 3/2 or
1/2. For the present case, the angular distribution of one of the daughter particles
of the emitted baryon (Y or NCt denoted here by N) in the baryon rest frame is
also linear in cos #3 (Ref. 13),
I(93) a 1 ± a"(Nb)a(N) cos 63 .

(6.29)

The comparison of this distribution with experimental data allows one to obtain
or", which can be compared with the value deduced from the c.c. channel (a")102

The coefficient a" is, however, different from that appearing in formula (6.27), in
contrast to the 1/2 —* 1/2 + 0 case. Therefore, oc'(Ni) can only be measured with
distribution (6.27) if the polarization P(Nt) is known. The comparison of a' with
a' or a" with a" through the parameters

01

could be used to search for CP violation (see Fig. 6.2).
Remarks about the ct'(Ab) parameter
There are several models17 predicting the a'(Aj) value for the Aj —
decay. With the free quark decay b—>ccs constraining the cc effective mass to be
near the Jl$f mass, the estimate is a'(Aj) ~ 0.43. By using an exclusive model 17 ,
the estimate becomes a'(A&) ~ 0.19 — 0.26. With this order of magnitude one
can appreciate the measurement precision of a'(Aj,)P(At) expected for a proposed
experiment.

6.4 - The polarization of the beauty baryons
The polarization of the hyperons Y = A, £ , 5 has been measured in several
p-target experiments 18 " 20 (pN —* YX, YX) with p incident momentum around
400 — 800 GeV/c. The polarization of A has been observed, in contrast to the A
which vanishes in the same type of interaction20. For E~ and E the situation
is different, as both have nearly the same polarization18'20 in the pN production
with an incident momentum of around 800 GeV/c. The polarization measurement
of beauty baryons could certainly be useful for a better understanding of the production mechanism. Furthermore, as already discussed above, the knowledge of
the polarization of TVj and iVj could be helpful for searching CP violation in the
decay of the beauty baryon. By considering the decay of the beauty hadron into
two particles

Nh->Y + M

as indicated in Table 6.2 (1/2 —• 1/2+0), as well as their charge conjugate reactions,
one could measure and compare the polarization of Ni, and TVj. The search for CP
violation with the /? and 0 parameters could then be attempted if one finds that
P(Nb) and P(Nb) ^ 0 (Section 6.2 and Fig. 6.2).
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Prom the channels indicated in Table 6.2, the Aj -> A+ir channel appears to
have the largest branching ratio. By using the distribution (6.18a), written here
in the form:
7(6) = 1 + a(Aj -» A + O P(Ab) cos 0 ,

(6.31)

one can measure the quantity a(Aj —• Afir~)P(Ab). AS mentioned above, theoretical models 12 " 14 predict that the decay parameters |o(Aj —» A^TT~)| = \a(Af —•
ATT + )| ~ 1 using only spectator diagrams (factorizable contributions) as shown in
Fig. 6.3. As already noted, the |a(A+ —» A7r+)| parameter has been measured
and is compatible with 1 (Ref. 15). Assuming that the same type of mechanism will contribute to the Aj (Aj) decay (see Fig. 6.3), one can expect that
|a(Afc —• A+7r~)| = 1. Then the polarizations P(A&) could be measured directly
from the distributions given by (6.31). In the same way one could obtain P(A^)
assuming that one has also |a(At)| ~ 1,
For the 1/2 —» 1/2 + 1 spin configuration, one can measure the a'(Nb)P(Nt)
quantity using the angular distribution given by formula (6.27), namely
7(0) a 1 ± a'(Nb)P(Nb) cos 0 .
By fitting the experimental data with the above type of equation for the Nb and
Nb, we could compare a'(Nf>)P(N}>) and a'(7Vj)P(7Vj,). With the assumption that
a' act, one obtains information about the relation between P{Nb) and P(Nb).

6.5 - Suggestions
In this
baryon (Nb
fully in pN
production

chapter we discussed some interesting features of studying beauty
= bqq and its c.c.) decays. Such investigations could be made success(or pN) interactions at c m . energies y/s > 1 TeV. In this domain the
rate of beauty baryon is expected to be large.

We recalled here several aspects which were utilized for the analysis of hyperon
decays and which could also be used for some of the Nb decay channels. Within
the statistics actually available, no CP violation effects have been observed in the
hyperon decays. Nevertheless, the search for CP violation in the Nb,Nb decays
has to be studied. This kind of study will certainly give a better understanding
of baryon decay but could, perhaps, also lead to the discovery of new aspects
of weak decays. The construction of the LHC will provide a large production of
Nb,Ni,. This should encourage us to prepare detectors which could also give us
the possibility of a detailed investigation of the beauty baryon decays.
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Appendix 6.A
The CP violation parameters (1/2 -» 1/2 + 0)
a) The A decay case
As an example, let us first consider the A —• pv~ decay where two isospin
transitions / / = 3/2,1/2 are present (using now the indice k — 2//). One has then

S =Sj exp i(6s + 4S) + Ss exp i(6$ + 4s)
P =/>! exp i{6p + 4P) + Ps exp i(Sp + 4P)

(6.A1)

S = - Si exp i(£f - 4S) - Ss exp t(£f - <f>ss)

P =P 2 exp :(5f - tf) + Ps exp i{Sp - <f>P) .
For the S waves, for instance, one obtains
\S\2 = 5? + 5 | + 25i5 3 cos(x + y)
\S\2 = 51!2 + Si + 25i5 3 cos(i - y) ,
with x = 5f - (5f and y = 4>f - 4>l- This gives the expressions:
IS')2 — |^| 2 = 45'i5'3 sin x siny
\S\2 + |S| 2 = 2(5? + 5f) + 45j5 3 cos x cos y .
Similar expressions can be obtained for the P waves where x,y —* x',y', with this
time, x' = 6P - 6f and y' = <j>p - <j>P'. One then obtains

,

l) + -P1P3 a(tff # ) ( #
tf)]
^ - 41) + AP3 c(«f - 6r)c(tf - tf

where s = sin, c = cos. Here the interference terms (the expression appearing in
the numerator) is due to waves having the same orbital momentum but different
/ / values. From (6A.1), one obtains formula (6.16) assuming that S3 < Si and
5i,3 >

Pl,3
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b) The general case for t h e 1/2 -»• 1/2 + 0 decay
Using the formulae (6.6) and (6.7) relating the 5, P with the S, P waves as well
as formula (6.8) and (6.10) defining the F, a, 0 parameters, it is straightforward
to obtain the following expressions8'9:

r-r
A = i-pi

(6.A3)

E i W + **) + E,<; [Stytf? - *f)c(tf - rff) + PxP,c(6f (where here s = sin, c = cos) and

a+5 B Be(mg
«-«
Re(5*P-rP)
~ E M SjPjrin(tff- <?f) rinfrf - tf)

l
0-0

Jm(S*P-SP)

Let us recall that the 6 phases are due to final-state interactions while the <j>
represent the weak decay phases which may lead to CP violation effects. The
numerators in (6. A3) and (6.A4) contain only sin terms. Therefore, in the absence
of the final-state interactions one will always have A = A = 0. By comparing the
expressions of (6.A3), (6.A4) and (6.A5), one usually expects that \B\ > \A\ > |A|
in the case of CP violation. The expressions given above have been used in order
to indicate the relations given in Table 6.4. Here the summation is at most over
two terms.
As the angles corresponding to the differences of Sj — St and <f>j — 4>{ are expected
to be small, one often uses the above formulae with cos(<J; — Sx) ~ cos(^j - fa) ~ 1.
In this approximation the ratio

*.;

does not depend on the phases due to the final-state interactions. The measurement
of this ratio could then be of great interest.
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Appendix 6.B
The decay angular distributions (1/2 —> 1/2 + 1)
Let us demonstrate formulae (6.24) to (6.26). To this end we use formula
(6.19),

f(h,p) = [l + a(A») P(At) A] x [l + «(A) P(A) p] ,

(6.19)

in which we replace P(A) by using formula (6.20), written here as:

P(A) = -±-( [orCAj) + P(A6)A] k+p(Ab)(P(Ab) x A)

+ 7(A»)[Ax(P[A»)xA)]j .
For transforming formula (6.19) we use the unit vectors along the coordinate system
in the A rest frame (Fig. 6.1), namely
^ _ A x (n x A)
:—2

A

>

^_nxA
~ —"—TT
—•TT
sin»

JJ

* _ ,
^^ ~ AA

i

'

where 6 is the angle between n and A in the Aj, rest frame (An = cos0). The
emission angles 8j (j =1-3) of the proton in the A rest frame are then defined by:
A

pX = cos 6\ ,

A

A

pY — cos 02 ,

A

pZ = Ap = cos ^3 .

Formula (6.19) now becomes:
a(A)a(Ab) cos0 3 + P(A)[a(A 6 )cos0 + o(A) cos8 cos0 3

In order to have only the 9j dependence, the integration of the above equation on
dCl = 27rd(cos 6) leads to:
f(9j) ex 2(1 + «(A)o(A 6 ) cos 93) + P(A) [-

^ cos02-

To have a distribution depending only on a given $Jy one has to integrate the last
equation over the solid angles corresponding to the remaining angles. One then
obtains formulae (6.24) to (6.26).
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PP - » N b X
N
Arc

Production plane
A_

PincxP(Nb)

l"Pinc x "P( N b)l

Fig. 6.1 - The production plane of the pp -* N^X reaction and the P(7Vj) polarization normal to this plane. The X, Y, Z represent the coordinate system used
in the A rest frame for defining the p angular (#1-3) distributions coming from the
A —* ptr decay. Here 0 is the A emission angle with respect to the P(Nb) direction
in the TVj rest frame.

a) 1/2 -» 1/2 + 0 , A t -> A + TT
A - » p + y~
J"(0) = 1 + a(Aj)P(A 6 ) cos 0

r-r
r +r
a —a

> \A\ >

6) 1/2

1/2 + 1 , Ab
A+
A
a'(A 6 )P(A 4 )cos0
a"(A6)a(A)cos03

r-r
a"+5"
a" - an

Fig. 6.2 - The angular distributions for some examples of Ab decay channels,
a) 1/2 -» 1/2 + 0: The distribution 2 gives a(Aj), allowing P(A 6 ) to be obtained
with equation 1. Once P(A 6 ) ^ 0 is measured, one can obtain /3(Aj) (same procedure for A6). b) 1/2 -» 1/2 + 1: Equation 2 gives a"(A 6 ), while a'(A 6 ) can only
be measured if P(A 6 ) ^ 0 is known. The ? signs near some of the asymmetry
parameters (A, B,A',A") indicate that they can only be used to search for CP
violation effects under some conditions (see text).

Fig. 6.3 - Spectator diagrams responsible for the A+ —• ti.-n and Aj —• A^TT"
decays.
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